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… Em Mato Grosso, um dia, sendo meu marido presidente da Província, trouxe o capitão Antônio José Duarte,
pacificador da tribo dos Bororós, uma turma de índios para serem batizados, e deles fomos padrinhos.
Vinham dois caciques, e dei-lhes os nomes de meu marido, Francisco e Raphael.
Fiz-lhes quantos agrados pude e presenteei-os largamente.
Também se mostraram em extremo satisfeitos, dizendo, por intermédio do intérprete que, uma vez de volta à
aldeia, quando tivessem quiarigódo (saudades) de nós, tornariam a Cuiabá para jantarem conosco.
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Pobres afilhados tão mais velhos do que eu, ingênuos filhos das selvas, que sempre se lembravam de nós,
enviando-nos provas e expressões de sincera amizade!
Pobres índios, dignos de melhor sorte, credores de mais extremos ou, quando menos, de mais simpatia por
parte daqueles que se constituíram os seus tutores obrigados e tanto deles abusaram e os maltrataram!
A um desses caciques, chamado no idoma indígena Boroiaga e a quem coube o nome cristão de Raphael, pedi,
já por intervenção do intérprete, já auxiliada por um vocabulariozinho que me fora oferecido pelo capitão Duarte,
que, uma vez na aldeia, de lá me mandasse um indiozinho órfão de pais, com o cabelo comprido.
Eu o criaria como filho.
Respondeu-me que sim, porque me sabia boa e amiga dos Bororós.
Um mês depois, no dia 12 de junho de 1888, entregava-me o capitão Duarte um indiozinho, vestidinho com
uma camisinha de chita e umas calcinhas azuis.
Tinha os cabelos compridos.
Era Piududo, o meu Piududo!
Mas o que ninguém pode imaginar, foi o olhar com que ele me fitou, quando meu marido o conduziu a mim.
Que bonitos olhos os dele, de uma limpidez assombrosa e profunda e, naquele momento, com que expressão
pousaram em mim!
Não … não é possível esquecer; descrevê-lo, sim, é-me impossivel!
Mirou-me detidamente e, daí a uns dois meses, me disse que tinha tido receios que eu fosse uma — braide
(inimiga) —, mas que me quisera bem logo ao primeiro olhar.
Pensara a principio, que meus cabelos fossem pintados de branco. Então lhe viera um desejo ardente que eu
fosse sua mãe, pais a outra lhe morrera quando muito pequeruno.
Nem se lembrava mais das suas feições.
As índias que conhecia de cabelos brancos, eram todas velhas e tão feias! …
Pobre filho das imensas florestas a quem amo como ente idolatrado da minh’alma!
Nunca vira ninguém tão bonita como eu, afirmava-me ele de continuo.
Foi o dia 29 de julho o escolhido para o batismo do pequeno índio, chamado na tribo Piududo (beija-flor) e
que recebeu o de Guido, por ser um dos santos do dia em que chegou.
Não sabia uma palavra de português; mostrava ter sete anos, pais começava a mudar os dentes.
Cuidava eu dele, banhava-o e muitas.vezes me assentava ao chão a abaná-lo com uma ventarola, porque sentia
muito calor, até vê-lo dormir.
Receosa que caísse do sofá destinado para o seu leitozinho, deitava-o numa esteirinha fina e nova com lençóis
de linho muito frescos.
Um dia, mostrou desejo de dormir no sofá pus-lhe cadeiras na frente, mas nâo consentiu em tal anteparo e,
com efeito, jamais caiu.
Quando eu acordava, e bem cedo sempre, já estava sentadinho à beira da minha cama, esperando que eu
despertasse.
Recebia o meu primeiro olhar e com ele a expressão do meu coração, na carinhosa frase com que sempre o
afagava — Meu querido filhinho!
Quando começou a falar, perguntei-lhe como queria chamar-me, se mãe, se madrinha; respondeu-me rápido,
sem vacilar, mamãe.
Era já meu filho aquela criança tão pura, tão meiga, tão sedutora!
Em poucos dias começou a manifestar-me a mais confiante estima e em breve tempo dava-me provas da maior
dedicação.
Como citá-las?
Entre outras: estando eu a arrumar uma mala grande, a criada que segurava a tampa deixou-a
involuntariamente cair sobre a minha mão. Ouvindo depois a criada gritar, volto~me e vejo o menino todo irado,
batendo nela com verdadeira impetuosidade.
Não acreditava que tivesse sido casual o fato e chegara a lanç-la par terra, a fim de matá-la, por ter machucado
a mão de sua mãe!
O índio e de natural vingativo, confesso; mas, naquela ocasião, o pobrezinho não tomava um desforço pessoal,
dava demonstrção de dedicada amizade a quem tanto o acarinhava.
Quando já falava tudo, muitas vezes referindo-se aquele incidente, dizia-me: —Mamãe, quando me lembro
que aquilo foi talvez de propósito, tenho pena de não tê-la matado!
Aconselhava-o; dizia-lhe tudo que devia dizer-lhe. —Ah! eu só hei de matar, a quem fizer mal à minha mãe.
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Aliás sempre dócil, nunca o contrariei, conseguindo por esse meio, não só conquistar-lhe toda a confiança,
como obtendo dele o que não conseguiria pela violência ou por maneiras bruscas.
Tivemos de partir; ficou ele muito alegre e ufano, doido de prazer por vir com a sua mamãe.
Perguntei-lhe, se queria primeiro ir à aldeia com o Duarte; respondeu-me não, não, sem hesitar.
—Nunca mais se separaria de sua mãe — dizia-me ele.
Ah! fllho idolatrado! que horrível separação me mata hoje!
Se eu houvesse imaginado que ia trazer-te para me morreres, teria sido brutal para comigo mesma, ter-te-ia
deixado lá — na tua terra natal!
Não; eu teria ficado contigo, meu amor imenso, lá viveríamos juntos!
Tu ainda serias meu hoje, ao passo que aqui, nesta cidade maldita, mataram-te e partiste para mundos
desconhecidos!
Onde estarás, meu Guido, meu Piududo! …
2
… Em uma das muitas cçadas que se faziam de índios, foi ela a pobrezinha, aprisionada por uma força
expedicionária partida de Cuiabá. Recolhida, porém, por família respeitável da cidade, encontrou entre os
perseguidores da sua raçsa um lar amigo, onde conquistou simpatias e recebeu carinhos; ela, representante da
tribo amaldiçoada dos Bororós Coroados.
Quanto sinto não poder agora lembrar-me do nome indígena por que fora conhecida dos seus!
Rosa ficou-se chamando na pia do batismo cristão.
Passaram-se não poucos anos tornou-se mulher a menina e sem nunca se esquecer dos pais selvagens, deveras
se afeiçoou à gente que tão bem a agasalhara.
Continuavam, porém, as correrias dos índios, e de cada vez que de Cuiabá partia por ordem do governo uma
nova expedição para batê-los, derramava a pobre Rosa bem amarguradas lágrimas, pois sabia que naquela nova
caçada, não poucas vítimas haviam de sucumbir à bala e baionetas dos soldados.
Como devia sofrer aquele meigo coraçâo, alma tâo boa, sincera e amorosa!
Na sua audácia chegavam os temidos Bororós até aos arrabaldes da cidade e muitas vezes eram vistos às
margens do Coxipó, cujos habitantes viviam aterrados. Repetiam-se os casas de selvática barbaridade; dentre os
mais dolorosos, o assassinato de uma pobre senhora com os inocentes filhinhos, pela impudente desumanidade de
pessoa íntima da família, quematara urn desses indios.
Em outros muitos fatos, contava-se também, que ao aproximar-se de uma fazenda um bando desses silvícolas,
com assobios e gritos, como que a pedirem qualquer coisa, aparecera-lhes o proprietário que de longe os animava
atirando-lhes laranjas e chamando-os, sem ver, porém que por detrás dele um camarada fazia pontaria com a
carabina!
Ao estampido do tiro, levantaram os índios grande grita e sumiram-se todos na mataria. Não tardou a res posta.
No dia seguinte, uma infeliz preta velha, que estava a lavar roupa em um regato junto à casa, pagou com a
mesquinha existência a impensada perversão daquele desastrado camarada.
De dentro da floresta próxima, silvou certeira flecha que a prostrou sem vida!
E assim sempre …
E os fatos repetiam-se, e as caçadas humanas amiudavam-se e com elas o extermínio de uma raça tão
simpática quanto brasileira genuína!
Sem esperança de resultado profícuo, e só em cumprimento do dever, lá andou anos e anos o tenente Duarte,
de alpercatas aos pés por ínvios e ásperos sertões, ora subindo serras, ora descendo despenhadeiros, a fim de não
perder a pista das feras que perseguia; ele, um dos bravos lutadores frente a frente contra o tirano do Paraguai.
Quantas emboscadas fazia, e de quantas escapara! Certo dia em que mandara cercar pela sua tropa parte do
cerrado matagal, onde contava agarrar um bom número de índios, sentiu que uma flecha lhe batera no meio do
peito, na mesma ocasião em que segunda varava o braço de um soldado, cuja montaria caiu morta por outra.
Incólume, sem desequilibrar-lhe até no cavalo, viu logo o tenente que devera a vida à chapa de metal de uma
bolsa de couro a tiracolo, na qual batera a fatídica seta!
Bem fatídica com efeito, pois os indígenas supondo que o seu perseguidor merecia proteção especial de Bope,
(divindade do mal) daquele momento em diante lhe tomaram supersticioso terror, evitando-o mais possível e
esgueirando-se sutis com a habitual sagacidade, todas as vezes que o pressentiam.
Redobravam, entretanto, as vingançsas recíprocas e com elas os sustos dos moradores da região chegada à
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capital.
Desenganados afinal os presidentes da eficácia desse meio violento, resolveram tentar os da brandura e
conciliação, e por acaso foi a humilde Rosa consultada.
Estremeceu ela de alegria e, com os olhos brilhantes de esperança, afirmou ao tenente Duarte, que lhe traria
toda a gente do aldeamento onde nascera, onde crescera e de onde saíra para ficar prisioneira dos broncos.
Organizada a nova expedição, lá se foi a pobre da índia transfigurada ao sorver a liberdade o ar perfumado dos
bosques e capões, tão seus conhecidos.
Caminhava muito receoso o intrépido comandante do êxito desse novo expediente, embora fatigado da luta
inglória, que lhe ia consurnindo as forças da robusta organização física.
Certo dia, mandou a índia fazer alto, dizendo que ia seguir sozinha para a aldeia, e que a esperassem três dias
sem se afastarem daquele ponto um momento.
Por forma alguma dessem o menor tiro, ainda mesmo que se vissem rodeados de índios!
Despediu-se e, tirando completamente as roupas, pois vestida a matariam eles de longe, embrenhou-se pelo
mato a dentro.
Que dias de incertezas e angústias, que noites de sobressalto passou o tenente Duarte, receando a cada
momento ser vítima de alguma traição. A promessa que fizera a índia de não deixar dar um tiro e a desconfiança
natural de quem estava tão acostumado aos ardis dos índios, para se aproximarem sutilmente, não lhe consentiam
um momento de sossego.
Foram homs e dias que lhe causaram mil mortes, dizia ele depois.
Uma manha, do lado oposto do rio, apareceu densa nuvem de índios, armadas todos com arcos e flechas,
calculados aproximadamente em mil. Com que intenções vinham? Era uma batalha franca, a peito descoberto, que
lhe vinham oferecer aqueles selvagens?
De repente o tenente viu que lhe fazia significativos sinais um pequeno índio a caminhar na frente, pouco
adiante do agigantado indígena.
Era Rosa! era a leal índia que cumpria à risca a promessa feita e se aproximava, fazendo gesto de paz e
amizade.
Foi um momento solene!
Todos aqueles índios, tão perseguidos como foram, não podiam aproveitar a ocasião para sufocar com a sua
superioridade numérica aquele punhado de soldados, que apesar de bem armados, se sentiam tomados de
justificado terror?
Efetuada a passagem dos índios, foi ao tenente Duarte apresentado pela Rosa o cacique chefe, que, ao lhe
apertar vigorosamente a mão, fez-lhe presente de um formoso arco todo ornamentado de variegadas penas, o arco
das grandes solenidades, e que naquele momento entregava como penhor da submissão e simbolo de aliança.
Rosa, radiante de felicidade, por ver terminada a cruel guerra de perseguição e extermínio feita aos seus,
tornou a vestir as roupas que deixara e lá ficou prestando relevantíssimos serviços, na primeira troca das novas
relações, de que fora abençoada mensageira.
Se estremecimentos ou susceptibílidades nasciam entre os seus, era ela apaziguadora leal. Aliás o tenente
Duarte em pouco tempo conseguira de todos eles estima e confiança.
Era ela o anjo da paz que exercia a sua benéfica influência à santa causa da civilização e da humanidade!
Aquele precioso arco, luminoso simbolo da pacificação dos Bororós, bem como outro enfeitado com lúgubres
penas, por ter pertencido ao cacique morto alguns anos antes, deu-me de presente o já capitão Duarte, algum
tempo depois da minha chegada a Cuiabá e fazem parte da formosa coleção de artefatos indígenas por mim
oferecidos ao Museu Nacional.\fn{Onde se acham com a denominação de “Coleção Guido”, desde janeiro de 1896. }
Qual terá sido o fim da boa Rosa, a quem se deve, quase que exclusivamente, a pacificação da odiada tribo dos
Bororós Coroados?
Talvez à sombra das suas queridas palmeiras, descanse já o seu corpo ao lado dos de tantos afilhados que lá
deixei.
Portogarireu, o velho, astuto e feio areotarare, que juntava as funções de bare (médico) às de orador da tribo.
Boroiaga, o chefe prestigioso e dedicado amigo do grande cacique Moguio-curi.
Areacadreu, Paricodaga, Tamiguicrieu, e como esses tantos outros, bons, inteligentes e ingênuos flihos das
selvas mato-grossenses.
Aqui da Revista Brasileira, a que me prende sentimento de sincera gratidão pelo bem que disse do meu
chorado Guido, envio à memória da meiga Rosa, melancólica saudação, que se traduz na lágrima a deslizar-se
doce e serena pela minha face, orvalhando o seu poético nome cristão.
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Que pena porém, ter me esquecido como lhe chamavam os bororós!
Quem poderia mais dizer-mo? Ninguém! …
103.199 Justice\fn{by Horacio Quiroga (1878-1937)} Salto, Salto Department, Uruguay (M) 3
All day long the four idiot children of the Mazzini-Ferrazes sat on a bench in the patio. Tongues hanging, eyes
staring stupidly, mouth opened, they wagged their heads.
The dirt patio was closed off on the west side by a brick wall. The bench was parallel to the wall and five yards
away. There they sat, motionless, their eyes fixed on the bricks of the wall. When the sun sank behind it at sunset,
the idiots cheered up a little. At first the blinding light attracted their attention, then their eyes slowly brightened,
and finally, they laughed noisily. Convulsed with nervous giggling, they gazed at the sun with animal joy, as if it
were food.
At other times, lined up on the bench, they buzzed for hours, imitating the electric tram. Loud noises also
shook them out of their inertia and made them run around the patio biting their tongues, bellowing. But for the
most part, sunk in the dark lethargy of their idiocy, they just sat on the bench the whole day long, legs hanging
down motionless, drooling, soaking their pants with sticky saliva.
The eldest was twelve, the youngest eight. Their dirty and neglected appearance was evidence of maternal
indifference.
However, the four idiots had once been their parents’ joy. After three months of marriage, Mazzini and Berta
gave up their selfish love of husband for wife, and wife for husband, for a much more meaningful future: a child.
What greater happiness can there be for two young people in love than to dedicate their mutual love to having
children?
Mazzini and Berta felt this way, and when their son arrived fourteen months after their marriage, they felt that
their happiness was complete. The child grew radiant and beautiful until he was a year and a half old. One night,
in his twentieth month, he was seized by terrible convulsions, and the following morning he no longer knew even
his parents. The doctor examined him with that professional attention which visibly seeks the cause of the illness
in the diseases of the parents.
After a few days, the child’s paralyzed members recovered their movements, but his intelligence, his soul, even
his instincts had disappeared completely. The child had become a complete, inert, drooling idiot, forever dead
upon his mother’s knee.
“Son, my dear son!,” sobbed the mother over the frightening ruin of her firstborn. The grief-stricken father saw
the doctor out.
“You can be told: I believe this is a hopeless case. Your son may improve, that is, he may learn what little his
idiocy allows, but nothing more.”
“Yes, yes …”, Mazzini agreed. “But tell me, doctor, do you think it is hereditary, that—”
“As far as parental heredity is concerned, I told you what I thought when I saw your son. As for his mother, she
has a bad lung. I see nothing more, but there is a somewhat harsh sound in her breathing. Have her examined
thoroughly.”
His heart torn with remorse, Mazzini redoubled his love for his son, for the little idiot who was paying for his
grandfather’s excesses. He had also to console, to sustain without respite, his wife Berta, deeply wounded by the
failure of her young motherhood.
As is natural, the couple placed all their love in the hope of another child. He was born, and his health and
bright laughter rekindled the hope that had been extinguished. But when he was eighteen months old, the
convulsions of the first-born were repeated in him, and the following day he awoke an idiot.
This time the parents fell into deep despair. So their blood, their love were cursed! Their love, above all! The
husband was but twenty-eight, the wife, twenty-two, and all their passionate tenderness could not succeed in
creating an ounce of normal life. They no longer asked for beauty and intelligence, as in the first-born, only a
child, a child like any other; that was all they wanted!
Out of the new disaster sprang new flames of pained love, a mad longing to redeem once and for all the
sanctity of their tenderness. Twins were born, and step by step the lives of the two older children were repeated.
Yet above their immense bitterness Mazzini and Berta felt great compassion for their four sons. The parents
had to rescue from the prison of the deepest animality, not only the children’s souls, but instinct itself. The
children did not know how to swallow, how to shift position, or even how to sit up. They finally learned to walk
but they bumped into everything, being unaware of objects in their way. When they were washed they bellowed
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until they got red in the face. They brightened up only when they ate or when they saw bright colors or heard
thunder. Then they guffawed with animal frenzy, sticking out their tongues and drooling streams of saliva. They
did, on the other hand, also display a certain imitative faculty, but that was all.
After three years, the parents again ardently wished for another child, confident that the terrifying offspring
had ended with the twins.
Their hopes were not satisfied. And in their ardent hope which became more intense because of its barrenness,
they grew sour. Until then each one had assumed his share in the affliction of the children; but the hopelessness of
redemption in the face of the four monsters born of their union brought out the urgent need to blame others, which
is the peculiar patrimony of cowards.
The husband and wife began by speaking of your children. And, since in addition to the insults there was
distrust, the atmosphere of the home became charged.
“It seems to me,” said Mazzini one night when he had just arrived and was washing his hands, “the you might
keep the boys more tidy.” Berta continued to read as if she had not heard him.
“This is the first time,” she replied after a while, “that I see you concerned over your sons.” Slightly turning his
face toward her, Mazzini said with a forced smile,
“Our sons, wouldn’t you say?”
“All right, our sons. Is that the way you like it?” she asked raising her eyes. Now Mazzini asked clearly:
“You’re not saying that it’s my fault, are you?”
“Oh, no!” smiled Berta, very pale. “Nor mine either, I’m sure! … I should hope not!” she murmured.
“You should hope not?”
“I said that if someone is to blame it is not I; get that straight! That’s what I really wanted to say to you.” Her
husband looked at her for a moment, with a brutal desire to insult her.
“Let’s drop it,” he muttered, drying his hands at last.
“As you wish; but if you’re trying to say—”
“Berta!”
“As you wish!”
This was the first clash, and it was followed by others. But in their inevitable reconciliations they were united
with redoubled ardor and hunger for another child.
*
Thus a daughter was born. They lived for two years in anguished expectancy, fearing another disaster.
However, nothing happened, and the parents lavished upon the child their joy, which the little girl abused to the
point where she became spoiled and ill-mannered.
If the mother had cared for her sons before, now that little Berta was born she simply refused to think of them
at all. The very thought of them horrified her, as if the idiots represented an atrocious act she had been forced to
commit. Mazzini felt the same way, although to a lesser degree.
Naturally, this feeling did not bring peace to their heart. Their daughter’s slightest illness brought out, because
of their terror of losing her, the hatred of their blighted offspring. They had accumulated bile for so long that the
vessel had no room for more, and the slightest addition would send the poison spilling out. From their first bilious
quarrel they had lost respect for each other, and once a person begins to humiliate another, there is nothing that
drives the former on more than the cruel pleasure of humiliating the latter completely. In the past they had
contained themselves because of their common lack of success; but with its achievement, each, attributing it to
him or herself alone, felt more deeply the infamy of the four idiots they had engendered. Holding such feelings in
their hearts, the parents were no longer able to feel any affection for the four boys. Their maid dressed them, fed
them, put them to bed, with unconcealed brutality. She almost never washed them. They spent nearly the whole
day seated in front of the brick wall without the slightest caress from anyone.
Thus Bertita reached her fourth birthday, and that night, because of the sweets her parents were incapable of
refusing her, the child came down with chills and fever. And the fear of losing her or of her being turned into an
idiot, reopened the old wound.
The couple had not spoken for three hours, and the motive for the outburst was, as usual, Mazzini’s heavy
footsteps:
“For Goodness sake! Can’t you walk more quietly? How many times—”
“Well, I forgot. I won’t do it again. I don’t do it on purpose, you know.” She smiled disdainfully.
“No. I don’t believe you at all.”
“Nor would I have ever believed you either, you … consumptive!”
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“What! What did you say?”
“Nothing!”
“Yes, you did; I heard something. Look, I don’t know what you said, but I swear I’d prefer anything to having
a father such as yours!” Mazzini turned pale.
“At last!,” he murmured between clenched teeth. “At last, viper, you’ve said what you wanted to say all
along.”
“Yes, a viper, to be sure! But my parents were healthy, do you hear? Healthy! My father didn’t die a raving
maniac! I would have had healthy children like anybody else. Those children are yours, all four of them. Yours!”
“You consumptive viper! That’s what said and what I meant to say! Ask the doctor, just ask him, who is more
to blame for the meningitis of your sons: my father or your rotted lung, you viper!”
They continued with increasing violence until a sob from Bertita silenced them instantly. At one o’clock in the
morning the slight attack of indigestion had passed, and, as happens unavoidably with all young married couples
who have loved intensely, there was a reconciliation which was as effusive as the insults had been wounding.
A splendid day dawned, and while Berta was getting up, she spat blood. The emotional outbursts and restless
night were no doubt largely to blame. Mazzini held her in his arms for a long time, and she wept desperately, but
neither of them dared to speak.
At ten o’clock the couple decided to go out after lunch. Since they were pressed for time, Berta asked the maid
to kill a chicken for her.
The radiant day had dragged the four idiots from their bench. So it happened that while the maid was in the
kitchen chopping off the chicken’s head and bleeding it slowly (Berta had learned from her mother this good
method of preserving the freshness of the meat), she thought she felt something like breathing behind her … She
turned, and saw the four idiots leaning shoulder to shoulder, watching the whole operation in astonishment. Bright
red blood … red …
“Madam! The boys are here, in the kitchen!”
Berta came running. She did not want them ever to set foot there. And now, not even in her hour of complete
forgiving and forgetting, of regained happiness was she to be spared the horrid sight of them! Because, naturally,
the more intense her transports of love for her husband and daughter, the greater her irritation with the monsters.
“Make them get out, Maria! Put them out! Out, I tell you!”
The four poor idiots, shaken, brutally shoved, ended back on their bench.
After lunch everyone but the boys went out. The maid went to Beunos Aires, and the couple took their
daughter visiting. At sunset they returned, but Berta decided to stop in for a moment at her neighbor’s, across the
street. Her daughter ran home.
The idiots had not stirred from their bench the whole day long. The sun already behind the wall, was beginning
to set. The boys continued to gaze at the brick wall, as inert as ever.
Suddenly, something crossed their line of sight. It was their sister, who, tired after five hours of parental
company, had wanted to look around by herself. She was standing at the foot of the wall, looking pensively at its
top. She wanted to climb over it, there was no question about it. At last, she got a chair with a broken bottom to
stand on, but still she could not reach high enough. So she got an old kerosene can, and placed it upright on the
chair, and then she succeeded.
The four idiots, with indifferent eyes, saw how their sister patiently achieved her balance, and how she stood
on tiptoe and leaned her neck against the top of the wall between her straining arms. They saw her looking around
on all sides while searching for a hold for her foot in order to climb higher.
Now the idiots’ gaze brightened with the same gleam. They fixed their eyes on their sister while an increasing
sensation of animal gluttony changed every line of their faces. Slowly they advanced towards the wall. The little
girl who had succeeded in finding a hold for her foot and was about to straddle the wall and let herself fall on the
other side, felt herself seized by the leg. Below, those eight eyes were riveted on her; they frightened her.
“Let me go! Leave me alone!” she shouted, shaking her leg. But she was being pulled down.
“Mamma! Oh, mamma! Mamma, papa!,” she screamed. Even then she tired to hold on to the top of the wall,
but felt herself torn off and she fell to the ground.
“Mamma! Oh, Mam …!” but she could say no more. One of the idiots squeezed her throat, parting her curls as
if they were feathers, and the others dragged her by one leg to the kitchen where that morning the chicken had
been bled. They held her tightly, while life oozed out drop by drop. Mazzini, across the street, thought he heard
his daughter’s voice.
“I think she’s calling you,” he said to Berta.
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They listened, restlessly, but they heard nothing more. Just the same, in a moment they said farewell, and while
Berta went in to take off her hat, Mazzini went to the patio.
“Bertita!” No one answered.
“Bertita!” he called, raising his voice in panic. And the silence seemed so deathlike to his still terrified heart,
that a cold shiver of horrifying presentiment ran up his back.
“Daughter, daughter!” he cried out, as he ran in despair toward the back yard. But as he passed the kitchen he
saw that the floor was a sea of blood. He pushed the half-opened door violently, and cried out in horror.
Berta, who had come running at the sound of the father’s anxious calls, heard the scream and answered with
another. But as she burst into the kitchen, Mazzini, livid as death, intervened, holding her back.
“Don’t go in! Don’t go in!”
Berta managed to see the floor flooded with blood. With a hoarse sob, she threw her arms over her head, and
she sank down beside her husband to the floor.
1920
103.208 The Pigeon\fn{by Carlos Martínez Moreno (1917-1986)} Colonia del Sacramento, Colonia Department,
Uruguay (M) 6
And the dove came in to him in the evening.—Genesis VIII:2.

In the harsh light of that Sunday afternoon, roofs and terraces traced their lines against the blue sky, a sky that
was almost indigo. Brígido could see the television aerials like horizontal ladders, and in the foreground the
chimneys and the clotheslines, the loathsome, weather-beaten rear walls with their patches of soot, the shutters,
the end timbers, and the drainpipes.
It was the usual prospect, that remote yet confined corner that he glimpsed from his patio, with the familiar
outlines which were broken from time to time by the providential appearance of some skyscraper. The town of
Pocitos was growing, but the patio remained unchanged; his Serrato Statute house, the withered lemon tree (white
with guano\fn{Bird droppings}, the pigeon loft which he had had built when he drew his pension.
He rose from his low chair, and the bright yellow straw shone like a solar disk on the fading lines that ran
across the red tiling. He put his thermos flask and maté\fn{An aromatic beverage, brewed in South American (especially in
Paraguay) from the leaves of the Paraguay tea plant .} on the arm of his chair and set about adjusting a latch on the door of
the nests; but he only did this to try to fill with little tasks, which spent themselves without trace or memory, the
void of a lengthy expectation. It was after three o’clock in the afternoon and, judging by the wind, the pigeons
should start to arrive at about four, if they had in fact released them at ten o’clock that morning in Paso de los
Toros.
*
The previous evening, he had caught, in the bustle of preparation, the enthusiasm of the new season: the
autumn was turning to gold and the first race was being contended. The club was an old house in the southern
style, with the four sides of its large patio checkered beneath the skylight. There they started to pile up,
murmuring in the shadows, the large cages crammed with pigeons. It was incredible that after the torpor of that
wait and the long journey, a creature could then be released to fly with such impetuosity and cross the country
within a few hours. There they were, cooing and emitting a warm, even delicate, scent, as they awaited the arrival
of the soldiers.
They would load them into trucks and would take them to the station, so that they could travel through the
night, colder, and with an ever more powerful stench, toward the platform of their destination.
On those days the club bustled from dusk onward with the animation of a purposeful, enterprising, and ritual
task. Office workers by profession, its members seemed joyfully to shed from their shoulders the burden of the
whole office routine, as they set about carefully filling out their flight forms—with the delight of a painstaking
task. They did it for pleasure; and that was the way they exercised their freedom, however completely it might
resemble their monotonous work, their subservient employment, and the aspect of the rest of their working week.
It was Saturday afternoon and, lined up at the long tables, as they took down particulars and sorted them into the
pigeonholes of the wall cabinets, they shook off the indolence of the previous six days and the boredom of their
daily existence, devoting themselves to the only likely pastime in which they could still have the illusion of sport
and the fascination of success.
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“In a city of a million inhabitants, there will always be a hundred madmen who breed pigeons,” someone had
written in friendly satire; and unwittingly, he had given them a crazy raison d’être. \fn{Reason for being.}
The galley slaves used to get together and go out rowing, once they were free.
Around them, above the feverish activity of their bent shoulders, there passed to and fro conjectures, feeding
methods, pedigrees, predictions, and forecasts about tomorrow’s wind. In the next room, others ringed the
pigeons, drawing them gently in the palms of their hands toward the machine that did the marking; and holding
them by the breastbone, they subjected their legs, taped and red, to the gray plastic stapler and numbered tube.
They then slipped them away one by one, and called out in a loud voice the numbers of the capsules they were
using, and this information too was entered on each form. The operation was rapid and harmless, and once it was
over the same hand thrust the pigeon, which timidly appeared to represent the struggle behind the thought of
victory, toward the cage whose spring door closed with a snap. The hand still retained for a moment its disturbed
gesture, a tremulous flutter as if its fingertips were shedding the anxiety with which each fancier attended to the
business of marking and releasing his pigeon.
*
Brígado had always considered as a fetish—he could now hear the ticking of his stop watch, and he touched it
with a cautious movement to make sure that it was working properly in its right place—that sealed stop watch
which the club hired out on Saturday evenings to those who were racing. It was a chubby apparatus without a dial,
mysterious and almost organic, which seemed to have an indefinable yet definite existence. Into its single slot one
had to insert the numbered capsule as soon as it had been extracted from the leg of the returning pigeon, and this
entry stamped the hour of its arrival. Back at the club on Sunday night, the president of the race lined everyone
up, each with his stop watch throbbing in a throbbing hand. He alerted them, and when he clapped his hands they
had to press a button on the opposite side from the slot, which registered another time stamp. This allowed them
to check their watches, note the subtle differences of those that were fast or slow, and synchronize them. The
information thus sorted, they proceeded to work out adjustments. The pigeon loft of Carrasco had so many
minutes’ start, and that of the Union so many. It was what was bureaucratically referred to as “working out the
handicaps.” The same faces, haggard from the anxious suspense of the day’s events, ill-shaven and reddened by
the sun, the light of their eyes imbedded in the flaccid pouches of aging wrinkles, suddenly became dizzy at the
confirmation of those deductions, since on that complexity of numbers, more than on the flight itself, their final
triumph depended. But once arrived at, the result only drew, amid the general exhaustion, faint, vapid, and
perplexed smiles. The final flush of victory was such a dismal thing, in the last analysis, after the days and months
in which they had treasured it, nurtured it, and disbelieved.
*
Through the kitchen shutters, the disheveled head of Elisa suddenly appeared; the change of life had finally
spoiled her temper and had made her lose in domestic life every last trace of coquetry, every semblance of
tidiness.
“It doesn’t look as if we shall be going out today either,” she said aggressively, raising her eyes as if she
expected the reply from the fragment of empty sky that she could glimpse from the window frame. “Yes, I know,
the races are on!”
“It’s the first race of the year,” Brígido corrected her.
“And the others on these last few Sundays, what were they?”
“Practice flights,” he insisted imperturbably.
“Some difference, for heaven’s sake!” replied the voice, which was already withdrawing. She could not be
seen, but she was speaking to herself when she uttered, coldly and audibly,
“Pigeons, you and your famous pigeons!” “Famous” was one of her favorite adjectives, into which she went on
putting the greatest possible amount of contempt.
Brígido grabbed his thermos with one hand, and with the other he brought toward it the maté, which washed
up and down with the swaying tube, as he contemplated it with a puzzled gaze as if for the first time.
In the reproach of every sunny afternoon that they frittered away while the Wyllis remained in the garage—as
if the availability of the car were a promise of gratuitous diversions—he was now witnessing another display of
the same old grudge: no children, no money, no fame.
He was thinking that he too had a bead to add to the rosary—no affection.
The mutual understanding expected from the passage of time had not come, and in its place there had settled
an uncomfortable estrangement, the fruits of a growing diffidence, which imponderably estranged them, as if each
morning they should awake the one more distant from the other, even greater strangers on the pillow they shared.
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He recalled his years as an office worker on the frontier, which she referred to as “the years of your gall bladder,”
certain that the illness and its treatment had marked them more deeply than any possible form of understanding or
happiness. His first daily impression was in those days an enormous spoon near his left eye, a spoon filled with an
oily liquid, and beyond it the disheveled head which had awakened him (in those days she tidied herself upon
rising, but nowadays she floated around with her white locks jabbing her sunken cheeks, the whole day long) and
rebuked him without tenderness.
“Here’s a dose of your famous Amrol. It’s gone six o’clock.”
He had to take it one hour before getting up, take it and then lie on his right side, so that the remedy could take
effect.
As a form of revenge, he had christened with the same words—“your famous Amerol”—the old record that she
used to play in the evenings, with the shutters opened onto the patio while she swayed in the canvas rocking chair,
silently fanning herself in a halo of motionless heat, and felt herself surrounded and penetrated, to the point of
drowsiness, by the heavy scent of the jasmine and by the melody of her much loved song.
In the quiet of the night
Say it loud for me to hear
Love me with all your might—
As I love you.

It was as though across the silence of the night she wanted to communicate with someone, in a relationship
which left Brígido himself, seated there in his pajamas with his slippers dangling from his feet over the step of the
patio, at once untouched and shut out. Perhaps she was trying vaguely to communicate with someone and the
song helped her to express her dissatisfaction with life in that coastal town, her isolation, her solitude, the vast
sensation of lost time.
*
In this sultry quiet, under the stifling aura of the jasmine and toward the distant center of some other night and
some other desire, Gardel and Razzano sang, biting off their words into groups of capricious syllables, to
emphasize somewhat that trivial mystery into which she let herself be lulled by that record that never cloyed for
her:
In the qui-et of the night
Say it loud for-me to he-ar
Love me with-all your might—
As I love-you.

When it finally stopped scratching and scrabbling in the heart of that anxious message—the needle first hissed
and then drizzled over that mythological voice—had anyone ever listened to her, or even responded to her everdiminishing faith, her ever-greater languor and dejection, and the bloated senile carnality of her eyelids?
“Your famous Amerol” had an infallible effect. This identification of romantic love with a bile medicine had
always irritated her.
He had often postponed the moment of self-judgment, but on that day he knew with clarity that, toward the end
of his life, he had only aspired to peace, to a good pension grading and the benefit of retirement. Those first
afternoons, upon returning from the accountant’s office, while his claim barely progressed in the labyrinth of
archives, desks, staircases, offices, and departments, he and Elisa had spread on the dining-room table brochures
of travel agencies, maps of lands and fabulous cities, destined to sum up the lives of those who worshiped them
without knowing them; and they had discussed and modified their itinerary of Europe, which followed upon the
footsteps of friends or diverged from them, with a precarious conjecture like that of the Grand Tour.\fn{ Which is
what (especially during the 18 th and 19th centuries) a vacation of some months spent traveling to and from the (usually Western and
Southern) European capitals and continental points of cultural and entertainment interest used to be called }

The Pensions Office and the transfer to the Appeals Court had gradually killed that illusion eroded by the long
passage of time. Europe had finally transformed itself into equal compensatory parts; “improvements for the
house” and the construction of a “scientific” pigeon loft with its nests, perches, and drinking troughs; “my library
and my cellar” as Brígido was wont to say, apologizing for not possessing other extravagances more fanciful or
costly.
The wind was now blowing strongly; they might arrive before four o’clock. He put the thermos and the maté
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back in their place and pushed open the narrow side door that led to the garage. The Wyllis had not been out since
the previous Sunday and it was getting harder to start. The minute that mattered was that of registering the arrival
time of the stop watch, but he was impatient to start off as soon as he had done so. The doors of the shed stood
open in readiness and the ancient engine began to rumble, in that zinc box which magnified the noise, a good half
hour before the pigeon arrived.
Before the pigeon lofts there were the tea chests, and he thought of them as of his black hair and his youth, as
of the sinister cackle of joy which an Elisa now dead but then recently satisfied used to utter in his ear.
“Before the pigeon lofts there were the tea chests,” he began to narrate his private genesis. Even the Wyllis did
not throb in those days with this horrible knocking of halting valves.
“The world was younger then but the breed was not a shadow of what it is today.”
And this final conviction restored in him a brilliance submerged in the years, a reflection which he had leaned
over to pursue in other wells without success.
“The breed then was not a shadow of what it has become today,” and the pigeon that was gliding—surely very
close—was the peak of this breed. He pressed his foot on the accelerator for a final burst, then silenced that
distressing and hellish din.
“We’re both getting old,” he mentally joked with himself and the Wyllis, thinking himself attached to it in
inseparable union, because he was in a happy frame of mind with a breed which everyone envied him and that
splendid creature which he felt to be ever nearer, flying with the currents of wind that were coming to fade out in
his hand.
He had marked the date of his first victory on the original “Tiger Tea” chest where his first pigeons were
housed. Time had later tattooed other dates, but time had also brought more and more competitors; and despite the
manuals, the diets and refinements of breeding, to win once a year had already come to mean a great deal; and to
win the Inaugural Prize had become an event. In the city of a million inhabitants there are now more than a
hundred madmen who breed pigeons. And Brígido had not won for five years.
*
He went out once more into the resplendent, and now slightly clouded, air of the familiar Sunday afternoon,
that afternoon which swelled into a long maternal metaphor, as if aware that he could assist it to deliver a pigeon
mysteriously surging from its womb.
Into the painless void there suddenly slid a panting and pseudo-intimate twanging voice: “The Danube team
deserved this draw, my friends.” They strangled it without allowing it to explain further.
“… My friends.” The office farewell was now framed in the dining room, and there his face floated on a sea of
others which he would never see together again. Smiling faces, rows of bottles, and autographs in the margins.
Bachelor farewells, retirements, and funerals all have this irreversible quality. But his activities as a pigeon
fancier, as stated in the diploma that faced the taut and happy grins of his ex-companions, had brought him other
ties, unforeseen acquaintances, and another window on the world.
Through this window, there appeared every Thursday the Indian-like complexion, the chubby and placid face,
of Juan Crisólogo Colla. Barely forty, he was already pensioned like himself and had been in charge of the
military pigeon lofts. Shining, his hair plastered down, with all the time in the world, Colla used to sit down and
talk incessantly. Without any apparent relation to the vapid conversation, his mouth frequently displayed a smile
of dazzling white teeth, and then Brígido forgave him the irritating length of his tale. While he had to listen to him
with indulgence, Colla sketched the story of a claim, which he had been pursuing for years, to be granted the
“military status” his predecessor in the pigeon lofts had enjoyed. When they granted it, he would take steps to
have his small retirement allowance increased. The certainty that he still had years of legal action in front of him
seemed to warm to a faintly glowing satisfaction that body which stirred between the arms of the chair, and
seemed to afford him a raison d’être which there would never have been in the arms of love.
*
Brígido heard mentioned in vague terms well-known celebrities—without ever having seen them—the Chief
Accountant who had promised to make a favorable report to the Legal Adviser at the Ministry, who could not
understand the case, and the Attorney general, who received Colla in his shirtsleeves and made him sit opposite
him, with the obvious kindness of allowing him to explain the problem all over again. And Colla used to carry
about with him a dummy file in which these details were assembled to the letter, line by line, and the words broke
off, ran on, and turned the page at precisely the same point as in the original. The very stamps and headings of the
different departments were sketched in at the exact places, and the whole affair—with sad pretense—parodied
life.
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Brígido offered him a drink, listing alcohols that those virgin lips forbade themselves without any temptation
whatsoever, knowing before hand that they would finally request a “malt drink.”
Colla warmed the glass in his hands, because the coldness of the liquid had once mad him faint with a spasm in
the throat, and for a moment they believed him dead. His great bovine eyes had popped more than ever on that
occasion. And when there was still some of the malt left in the bottle, he placed it on the floor pretending not to
notice, and began looking at the pigeons and discussing them.
He knew a lot, Brígido thought. He had the entire collection of the Racing Pigeon, and although he did not
know English, he would repeat from memory, like the reports in his file, Squills’s notes, which he had had
translated one day by a friend, a sergeant major who had been on some training courses in the United States.
Sometimes he would bring magazines or books on pigeon fancying under his arm, and that was preferable to
seeing him arrive with the papers for his claim to the rank of captain.
He spoke gently of the advantages of the idea of “total celibacy” for the male birds, and as he listened to him,
Brígido could not avoid the farcical zoological sensation that here was an autobiographical eulogy, an
embarrassing reflecting on his own chastity.
As if they possessed the cryptic accent of rite or poetry, he would read the underlined phrases of the manuals
which, even in retirement, he treasured up under his gothic signature.
“The pigeon which upon awakening is firm and light in the hand, whose plumage is compressed, velvet-like
and powdery, whose eyes have a brilliant sparkle, is a specimen in which one can have faith.”
His placid eyes looked up beatifically from the page with a sparkle less aggressive than that of the prized
pigeon, as if that awakening feeling might compensate for his lack of virility, as if the warmth of the pigeon and
the malt were accepted substitutes and life had also breathed into these little clandestine glories which flowed
through his huge frame, functionless and inane, a soothing consolation and the only one that his senses could bear.
*
“Amongst us it isn’t given any importance, but it has been the obsession of great men,” he observed. “Do you
know, for instance, that on several occasions Darwin was President of the Pigeon Societies of London, and he
recalls the face with pride in the Origin of Species?”
Brígido had never read the Origin of Species, nor did he believe that Colla had either. But the Racing Pigeon
probably reported a great many things.
“In the seventeenth century,” Colla went on, “a whole section of London was burnt down. The pigeons were
more faithful to their homes than the owners themselves and they remained quietly on the rooftops until the end.
When they decided to fly away their wings were scorched and they fell into the flames.”
He stared with a smug air, as if he had learned that from Darwin.
“A certain Mr. Pepys speaks of it,” he added.\fn{ Probably Samuel Pepys (1633-1703), in his Diary, which he describes the
great fire in part: We saw the fire as only one entire arch of fire from this to the other side of the bridge, and in a bow up the hill for an arch
of above a mile long: it made me weep to see it. The churches, houses, and all on fire and flaming at once; and a horrid noise the flames
made, and the cracking of houses at their ruin.}

One day he appeared with a hideous cartoon drawn in charcoal sand gave it to Brígido. Darwin was standing
with his noble head and great stiff beard, wearing a dark overcoat. He was standing erect and holding a shining
dove in his right hand.
One could see that the head had been taken from some engraving, “with a pantograph,” he confessed, but the
rest he had drawn from his imagination. He had depicted an oblong lymphatic body like his own, uncomfortably
attired in an ill-defined and obscure garment. The dove blazed in his right hand, surrounded by a halo like a vulgar
lampshade.
Brígido kept the picture behind the sideboard and brought it out early on Thursday in readiness for the
punctual visit of the artist, regimented and punctilious even when wasting his time.
“But you have taken down the photograph of the banquet which they gave you,” Colla protested, somewhat
flattered. “It isn’t fair!”
And the banquet went back up on the wall on that very Thursday night, when Darwin came down.
*
He could not say if he saw or merely sensed the pigeon in the sky, swooping with the gusts of wind and gliding
above his head. He glanced at the watch on his wrist. It was a quarter to four, and it must have flown a marvelous
race. It was above the pigeon loft and started to glide again, as if all its intoxication of air were still not enough for
it.
It must come down at once! These were precious seconds. But he saw it soar again and give another spin, in
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circles that were not narrowing.
It must come down! It must come down! To launch a pigeon into flight was like throwing a bottle into the sea,
seeking one’s way in an unknown and hostile world. And now one moment it was here, and the next it returned to
enjoy its gliding!
He therefore ran to the storeroom and came back sporting his seaman’s cap (his “admiral’s cap,” as Elisa
sarcastically called it) because that was what he wore to feed the birds, and that was what induced them to come
down from the sky or descend from their perches in the cages. He heard a disquieted cooing, the explosion of
rapid flights inside the pigeon lofts, but the pigeon stayed on high, exhilarated, abstracted, transfixed in the guests
of wind or dropping on the edge of a wing, to soar high once more, as if its whole being, insensible to what was
happening below, only existed in that breastbone which cleft the furrowed and clouded blue.
Trembling, sprinting from one end of the narrow patio to the other, provoking in his wake a muffled fluttering
from the caged pigeons, Brígido began to wave his cap, in sweeping, pathetic salutation, in enormous and
violently exaggerated gestures, like a comedian in silent films. No use! The pigeon went on tracing circles in the
sky, indifferent, unknown, permeated by a sun which now shone only on its wings and no longer onto the
confined space where Brígido brandished his cap, where the afternoon began to be blurred with spoilt and murky
breath.
It must descend anyhow. These were precious minutes! He racked his brains feverishly, without devising any
solution.
Above one of the cages rested the cane which he used to guide the birds to their proper eating places, and he
began to brandish that also, while his cap, lopsided and about to fall, balanced for a moment on his head in which
there still seethed solutions to the problem.
He groped in his pocket, while the time on the stopwatch went ticking on, and took out his whistle; this was a
signal that they always obeyed. He began to blow it harshly, in confused, heart-rending blasts across the startled
air.
Unheeding, majestic, flashing in the patches of sunlight and deafened in the depths of the clouds, inaccessible,
the pigeon, it seemed, did not listen. He whistled and whistled, blasted the afternoon with signals of command,
and deflated like bellows his lungs which only heaved with anguish.
Less remote than the flight of the pigeon, the face of Elisa appeared once more at the window, with the ruffled
surprise of a jack-in-the-box. The white locks and wasted cheekbones engendered reckless laughter which
matched the farce of the situation.
“It’s making you lose the race on your very doorstep,” she shouted with indiscernible harshness. “This is the
limit!”
“Please!” Brígido cried with an expression that pleaded for something, excitedly and tensely, without naming
it, “please!” and his hands drew a long shape in the air, in the same gesture with which they had flourished the can
which creaked on the ground beneath his feet.
“Please, come quickly!”
But since Elisa never understood, since she never knew what he was muttering with his actions if it was not
also expressed in words, and since he could not hit upon them, panting and frustrated, he detested that face which
demanded explanations, and he fled indoors. His admiral’s cap, precariously perched above that desperate face,
rolled onto the ground, traversing with a fleeting flashed the ray of sunlight which faded at the foot of the nests.
*
It must come down! This was the Inaugural Prize, this was the long-awaited consecration, the justification of
everything, of all those endless years! It must descend, his prize specimen, the peak of his breed!
He came running back into the patio and saw it suspended, unheeding, as if someone were holding it hoisted at
the end of a thread, a gentle and unattainable kite directly above its landing place. Without losing any time,
relying on a steady pulse which his nerves had not as yet affected, he raised his Winchester to his cheek and fired.
When the shot was heard, the pigeon too folded its wings and let itself come down. It let itself come down
resplendent in the afternoon, as if it were descending a heavenly ladder or falling from the hand of Darwin. Dully,
its body struck the highest rooftop of the pigeon loft and slid down behind it, between the back of the white laths
and the bordering wall.
“You’re crazy, crazy!” he again heard the comment of Elisa, who had been silent just long enough for the dry
clear report of the gunshot to fill the patio.
He laid the Winchester aside, seized the cane, and, crawling on all fours, slipped it through the gap, between
the bottom of the pigeon loft and the ground, until he gradually dragged out the pigeon, warm and covered in
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blood. … A hundred madmen who breed pigeons, but only one who breeds them and kills them, only one who
breeds them and kills them!
“For God’s sake, Brígido!” exclaimed Elisa, who as a rule never invoked His name. “What on earth are you
doing?”
He felt the warm wetness of its blood in his hand, while, with a rapid movement, he removed the capsule from
its leg, which was twisted and drawn up under its wing, and thus, stunned and convulsed, surrounded by the fallen
cap, the abandoned gun, and the shouts of his wife, he got up onto his knees out of the dust.
“Oh my God!” and taking the stopwatch, he pressed in the capsule.
“Beautiful creature,” the exaltation within him proclaimed, with a furious and malignant gasp. “Beautiful and
stupid creature, if I win this race I’ll embalm you.”
He stood up and began to run toward the car. Rigid, “firm and light,” the pigeon lay lighting up a prematurely
blurred corner of the afternoon, its plumage open and its clotting blood brilliant on the dark tiles.
97.36 The Nubian Lover\fn{by Carmen Posadas (1953-

)}

Montevideo, Uruguay (F) 16

I don’t like Brahms, but he does. I also know he prefers his oysters without lemon, loves beef Stroganoff, and
adores homemade desserts. So I’ll make him a rice pudding: the details are so important on a first date.
(“As if this were our first date, Laura! Come on, don’t be silly. But isn’t it? Of course it is.”)
Everything must be perfect. For background music we’ll have Brahms’ Sonata for Piano, with Rostropovich
\fn{Mistislav Rostopovich (1927- ), Russian musician, born in Azerbaijan .} and Serkin.\fn{Rudolf Serkin (1903-1991), American
pianist, born in the Czech Republic .} Then I’ll manage—even though I usually pay scant attention to such things—to
have the place looking as homey as possible. It won’t be difficult. The building has an old-fashioned feeling about
it, and those who have been here have found it marvelous. My bedroom, which leads to the terrace, has a double
bathroom. The living room is not very large, but the ruins of the shipwreck, that is, whatever was left from a quick
divorce, fits nicely.
Lots of flowers. Just the right touch. I already bought them this morning. I’m no good with plants, so the place
usually seems a bit cold. But I’ll set a bunch of lilacs by the window, yellow roses on the sideboard, a pretty
centerpiece on the dining room table, and voila, the perfect home of the perfect successful woman. It’s not good to
show a weak side in front of men; they get scared easily if they think one desperately needs them, or is short of
money—at least one of which is true in my case.
(“But come on, Laura, you’ve always been great at keeping up appearances.”)
And my physical appearance? Oh, I’m not so worried about that: I’m a natural redhead. Not that this, by itself,
guarantees beauty, but in my forty-three years I have seen that we redheads emanate something mysterious in the
eyes of certain men; it’s as if I suddenly they needed to be reassured that even when naked we still look like the
beautiful pre-Raphaelite\fn{A reference to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, a group of 19 th century English painters, poets and critics
who felt inspired to return to a supposed artistic purity inherent in Medieval and early Renaissance painting, as a reaction to what they
believe to be the Victorian materialism and neoclassical artistic conventions of their age. They drew their name from the Renaissance
painter Raphael (1483-1520), and Rossetti (1828-1882) was one of its leading members .} women that Dante Gabriel Rossetti

immortalized in every imaginable pose. And from then on …
I don’t know how to explain it, a spell is cast that makes men helplessly dependent—as long as we possess the
pre-Raphaelite trait I’m talking about. (And in my case the answer is yes, I am a true redhead, wherever they may
look at me.)
*
It is seven now. I have enough time to finish the most cumbersome chores: to prepare dinner, arrange the
flowers, and then, around eight, I’ll be able to take care of my favorite task: the personal preparations. Actually, I
think I enjoy the preparations more than the dates themselves. Much more than the time I actually spend with a
friend, or a possible lover, I love the preliminaries, and I never allow things to be so rushed that I am deprived of
this quiet moment of private pleasure when I am alone with the anticipation and the idea that everything will be
perfect. To dress for a man … there is nothing like it, with a lot of time to choose and to try on this dress and the
other, with the mirror as an accomplice and solitude as a matchmaker. And solitude is always the best advisor:
“No, no, none of that sex-shop underwear,” it tells me, “though it’s true that men are fascinated by garish reds
and whorish blacks. But let’s be shrewd, my dear: for a first date it’s not good to look like Jean Harlow\fn{ American actress (1911-1937); known as the Blonde Bombshell, she died of cerebral swelling, triggered by kidney failure, having led a life filled
with wanton dissipation and deliberate licentiousness } with her satins, and much less, like Jayne Mansfield\fn{ American
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actress (1932-1967)}

with her garter belts. No, no, it’s much better to wear something discreetly sexy, as if we had
not expected to end up in bed. This way, the secret language of intimate clothes will suggest, ‘Oh, how marvelous,
darling, I could never have imagined that this would happen.’ Because that is how clothes that are well chosen
speak for us. They are both innocent and cunning, how could I say it: they are so Lolita.”\fn{ An allusion to the 1962
film based upon a 1955 novel of the same name, which featured the seduction of a fifteen-year-old girl by the name of Lolita }
Afterward I’ll have to think about my dress, because I’ll wear a dress, and not pants: this is essential, never to
hide your legs on a date like this. Well, Laura, now you have three delicious quarters of an hour to try on one
dress, then another, and another … and when finally you have come to a decision, you must—and I will—leave it
on the bed, next to the lingerie. After I get my clothes ready, I still have another fifty minutes to spend on my
makeup, on my hair, and bathing, all exactly in reverse order; thinking, always thinking of the call I received at,
the office on Thursday, so sudden and unpredictable, who could have imagined it?
“Hello … Laura? Do you know who I am?”
The water is very hot, but it doesn’t matter, I’ll take advantage of this modern bathtub, with its alternating cold
and warm sprays, to have a really long and leisurely bath. Now it’s not so hot any more, it’s very pleasant. This is
a good omen, everything will go well now, I’m sure.
My body lets go so completely … and that is when I start to think about how the last four years have been for
me since I separated from Miguel; hot water tends to play mean tricks, and it is a great lie that bubble baths only
evoke moments of pleasure; sometimes they bring back memories of everything we have lost. What a colossal
mistake the whole thing was, Laura. Thirty-nine is a very tricky age, at least it was for me. Thirty-nine, it sounds
like a department-store promotion: nine ninety-nine and you fall for it and buy it, you buy what you shouldn’t,
because it looks like a bargain, and it’s pretty, and seems indispensable really. That is how I bought my freedom
from Miguel; believing I was carting off a bargain. And how not to be fooled? When you get married at twenty
and live for another nineteen years with the same man, suddenly you have vertigo, what some people call a midlife crisis—but this sounds like psychobabble and I don’t believe in psychology. However, I do believe in the
power of numbers. Thirty-nine, just like nine ninety-nine: buy it now, don’t miss this last opportunity, get it now
or you’ll be forever sorry.
And I took it all, I mean, took my things, left the house, and moved in alone, and it didn’t turn out too badly for
me, at least professionally. In fact I have been much more successful than in all the time I was married: men never
feel a lot of respect for their wives’ professional careers. They still think we work in order to realize our-selves, or
some such foolishness; they give us no support. That is why, to succeed in a profession, it’s better to be alone.
Fine, now that I already know this is true, my objection is precisely that it’s much too true: once you have
succeeded, you realize that you are lonelier than an oyster.
Of course there were many men in my life, and the hot water brings back the memory of all their embraces. I
think there was a time when I even collected them, collected guys the way one collects stamps, cataloguing them:
some for their aesthetic merits (Jorge, Alberto, Gian Carlo—ah, Gian Carlo!); others for their pecuniary merits
(José Luis, Alfonso, and also that fool from the Holding Bank, whose name I can’t remember). I even catalogued
guys for their rarity, as if they were a stamp from Burundi, or from Papua New Guinea (here let me not forget to
mention Néstor, Hassim, even Sergei).
Enough. The water is hot and, in spite of everything, there are obvious stains in life that can never be lifted, not
even with turpentine, let alone water, no matter how hot it is; but enough of that; besides, it’s very late, quarter to
nine, and I still have to get myself ready.
As I sit on the bed, putting on my hose very carefully, all these names come back to me. And it isn’t fair for
them to pester me this way, since I have never brought any man here. In that, I’m very old-fashioned: one’s own
bed is not for love affairs but for love. How could it be otherwise? It’s really stupid to contaminate one’s bed with
ephemeral passions, with memories of sexual acrobatics that make you laugh just thinking of them, with huffing
and puffing, with faked kisses. Who can sleep with so many pesky ghosts? My bed is mine, and so is my house; I
never bring anybody here.
Shit! The beef Stroganoff. I left it on the fire, I almost forgot. I hope it hasn’t charred to a crisp. I also have to
make sure the wine is at the ideal temperature. And the oysters? The oysters, thank God (and my fish man) are
already open and ready. Nine-thirty. Just in time.
How do I look? Perfect, I couldn’t have chosen a more appropriate dress, black is fantastic for us redheads.
Does my kitchen smell? No, everything is under control; anyway, I’m going to light one of those scented
candles I got for Christmas. (They were from that dummy, Luis Jaime, do you remember, Laura? The idiot made a
big production out of bringing them, saying that he got them at Floris of London, when here in Madrid they are
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sold practically everywhere.)
Well, enough of these idiotic thoughts. What do I still have to take care of? The flowers are ready. I’ll draw the
curtains and lower the lights … and then the only thing I need to do is to start the music. Just in time. I hear the
porch bell: within minutes he will be here and at the moment I open the door, Rostropovich and Serkin will be
playing the allegro affettuoso or, better still, vigorously attacking the allegro appassionato, as if I had been
listening to that music for hours: a little white lie, and so what! I don’t like Brahms, but Miguel, my ex, loves it.
*
“Egypt,” Enrique said, wrinkling his nose. He has the most perfect. nose I know, but when he wrinkles it, he
spoils his Greek profile. Then he added,
“But how conventional … and edifying. If you want me to tell you the truth, my precious, it looks like a real
bore. When you could skip over, I don’t know, say to Aruba or the Virgin Islands. Who would think of a marriage
reconciliation trip to the old Nile to look at stones upon stones, monuments, and mummies? Of course, there’s
always hope you may find a few surprises, like a really stunning Nubian behind some reeds.”
I had just told Enrique about my date with Miguel. I described to him in detail how well the Brahms tactic had
worked, how little by little we kept cutting down the barriers that we had so carefully constructed during those
four years of separation, although I refrained from confessing to him our intimacies on a night of rediscovered
caresses with all their disquieting particulars. Enrique has an incredible knack for trivializing everything. (I’ll
never know whether that is a defect or a cardinal virtue. At times I suspect it’s the latter.) And as soon as I told
him about our plans for reconciliation, Enrique wrinkled his perfect nose to say flatly:
“Egypt …”
Enrique is my neighbor and my best girl friend. I intentionally said “girl friend” because I’ve never had a more
level-headed confidant; I have many friends of my own sex, but when I feel like talking about really intimate
things, I always end up telling them to Enrique: he has the advantage of possessing a tremendous feminine
intuition without the inconvenient, inevitable rivalry: after all, he’s a guy.
When I moved to this house, it took me a long time to find out that one of the handsomest men in all Madrid
lived next door. As often happens, to reinforce the apparent truth of the most common stereotypes, Enrique, with
his six-foot-one frame, feline eyes, and a nose that could have been sculpted by Praxiteles,\fn{ Of Athens, Greek
sculptor of the 4th century BC} ended up having more feminine hormones than I. We spend afternoons doing laundry
together, we lend each other skim milk, olive oil or Clorox. And we also help each other in all kinds of ways.
Sometimes it is tactical logistic support, as when we use each other for an alibi. For example, once in a while he
asks me:
“Laurita, my precious, if you wouldn’t mind, when Javi or Eduardo comes over, would you please tell them
that I had to leave suddenly for a casting in Ibiza?” And then I ask him:
“Henri” (he loves it when I call him Henri), “I’m going to transfer all my calls to your phone line. When that
idiot from the Holding Bank calls, you tell him that your name is Ernesto, that you are my new husband, and he
should take a hike.”
We also support each other emotionally. He tells me all his troubles, which are many, and I tell him mine; we
lick each other’s wounds, as they say; which is very nice in these times, when it’s quite a feat to find a shoulder to
cry on. This is why I didn’t understand why he took such an extreme position when he learned about my
reconciliation with Miguel. After all, that was what I wanted most.
“You don’t know what you want, sweetie,” he said, and right away I realized that he was in his skeptical (or
should I say cynical?) vein. Enrique never says “sweetie” seriously, and always changes his tone to make it sound
ridiculous:
“You don’t know what you want. Have you already forgotten all of your conjugal tedium? How about those
card parties with other couples that bored you to tears, making you conclude that if this was life, it was better to
slit your wrists? And those endless hours watching football in front of the TV, with Miguel eating sunflower seeds
and you biting your fingers to keep from hitting him? And the toenail clippings in the bathtub? And the tube of
toothpaste always left open until it dried up? You women forget too soon the marital inconveniences that caused
you to separate in the first place. These petty things end up weighing even more than the infidelities, my precious.
Infidelities cause pain at least, but tedium makes you numb. It really kills you, I’d say. There’s nothing more
lethal than boredom.”
He told me all this in earnest, while he ironed a light blue dress shirt. It is quite something to watch Enrique
ironing. He’s such a hunk, in just khaki shorts as if he were the English Patient\fn{ An allusion to a motion picture of the
same name (released in 1996) which won nine Academy Awards .} in the middle of his trip through the desert. Except that we
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were not in Africa (not at the moment anyway) but in Madrid, with Henri involved in his domestic chores and, at
the same time, trying to ruin my newfound happiness: at last meeting with Miguel, after wanting it for so long …
and our plans for reconciliation. He even dared to make fun of the trip to Egypt that we were planning to take the
following week.
Who knows? Maybe Henri is right; it might be a stupid romantic idea to seal our getting together again with a
kind of honeymoon trip. It’s a corny idea befitting Doris Day,\fn{ American actress (1924-2010)} but, what would love
be without these foolish sentimental touches?
Henri kept ironing his shirt and I wondered what kind of date he was getting ready for. He seldom wore dress
clothes—by this I mean a suit and tie—but I did not ask any questions. My friend tends to be very reserved at the
start of a new love relationship. It’s only later, when everything annoys him, that he tells me about it. There are
people who need friends to help them pick up the pieces once the whole thing has irreparably broken up; I am not
like that. On the contrary, what I wanted was to share my joy with Henri. But he kept meticulously ironing his
shirt, never admitting any of the favorable omens, only the ones that meant trouble.
“And then you have to take into account,” he continued lecturing me, “that sequels are never any good. And
don’t you believe, sweetie, that this is just a worn-out old saying. It’s the voice of experience, I’m afraid. You, and
all those who realize they have been wrong in a big way, might think that a reconciliation means starting again
from the beginning, as if you could suddenly erase four years in a person’s life. But you cannot erase those four
years, much less forget them, and men will bill you retroactively for each minute you have not lived with them.
Don’t I know.”
Henri was talking like a scorned and spiteful old aunt, bent over the ironing board, and I had to make an effort
not to laugh: neither he nor anyone else was going to ruin one of my happiest moments in years, no matter how
much he lectured me.
“The worst part by far is the jealousy, let me warn you,” he continued as he finished the cuffs. “The truth is,
women have no idea how a guy thinks. So that you’ll know, when a woman has been his, she is his forever, even
though she might have spent four years playing the successful entrepreneur, free and independent. Now Miguel
will say that he doesn’t care what you’ve done with your life during that time. But I assure you: it all comes out
the moment you’re back together, the past loves … and the ghosts that appear at every corner and come to life
again as soon as you look at another guy. Think about it, Laura, over there in Egypt you won’t have your old
friend Henri to give you advice, or to serve as your accomplice or your alibi.”
At that point I got up to leave. It’s almost not in character for Henri to get into a Miss Frances mode and launch
so suddenly into unsolicited advice. For a moment I thought there was something more personal in all this. Why
was he talking that way? Was it possible that he was jealous of Miguel? Nonsense, he never cared for women, and
me least of all, because I am his “wastebasket,” as he says with doubtful elegance: the receptacle in which, sooner
or later, he deposits all his crumpled papers—or dirty laundry. And, hormones aside, one doesn’t fall in love with
people whose most unutterable faults are too familiar. Impossible. Much more likely was that all his lecturing
came from his fear that my new relationship would deprive him forever of his wastebasket, his confidante, or
what amounts to the same, his neighbor always ready to come to the rescue, even at the most difficult moments.
He must be just feeling selfish, that’s it. Probably I even said so, I don’t know, I was pretty mad at him. And I
really felt like walking over to his ironing board and wrinkling that stupid shirt he was fussing over. But Henri
continued unperturbed, giving the finishing touches to the pale blue front panel, and in order to annoy me, I
suppose, he began to sing, softly to himself, one of the great tangos, the one that fits us forty-year-olds so well:
“Volver; con la frente marchita, las nieves del tiempo,” etc.
Yes, to go back with a withered brow, once the sands of time …
“You rat,” I thought, and although I didn’t dare wrinkle his shirt, which is what my body demanded, I do
remember shouting at him on my way out:
“I hope your new love turns out to be as idiotic as all the others!”
And he smiled, totally unflappable. No, I’m lying. It was even worse: I saw him laugh with those God-given
perfect lips. Before I slammed the door after me, I managed to hear his final words.
“… however, since I am your friend, my precious, and want to prove that I do love you and wish the best for
you, let me hope that on your trip you find yourself a Nubian lover.”
I wish he had not said that.
*
I don’t believe in forebodings, so I saw nothing peculiar in the many little mishaps at the start. Maybe I
shouldn’t call them “little mishaps” because the trip Miguel and I took to Egypt was accident-riddled from the
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beginning.
Everything went all right until we got to Paris, where we were supposed to make a connection with flight 714
to Cairo. But after our arrival at Orly, things began to go wrong. I’m not afraid of flying but, like everybody else, I
get nervous when there is a bomb threat. We had one, and the tarmac was full of policemen and firemen, and the
big question was, What’s going on? What are they going to do with us? Useless questions against the proverbial
reserve of flight attendants and their flight commander. We were finally able to board, just to disembark forty-five
minutes later, more bored than nervous by then, but still retaining the appropriate spirit of tourists headed for
Cairo. That is, after a tiresome wait, all of us—well, most—had on our laps a copy of Death on the Nile.
(As anyone who has visited Egypt knows, Agatha Christie’s\fn{ Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (1891-1976),
English author; she wrote Death on the Nile in 1937. It was made into a motion picture in 1978; and it became one of a series of made-forTV dramas, immortalizing for a new generation the clever machinations of one of the most famous detectives ever created in literature,
Hercule Poirot} old novel occupies as indispensable a place in any tourist’s luggage as antidiarrheal chewable tablets

or SPF.15 sunblock)
We were almost ready for takeoff when one of those soothing voices with a nasal twang announced from the
pilot’s cabin:
“We are sorry to inform you that, for security reasons, this craft will be vacated. We expect to resume flight
procedures within an hour and a half at most (what a euphemistic schedule), and we hope that you will forgive…”
Six hours later, around five in the morning, an exhausted group of French and Spanish tourists, some of whom
were wearing Egyptian outfits before departure (they brought their kaffiyeh and matching igal from home instead
of buying them in the country’s markets), finally took off toward Cairo without any more incidents.
At least, not until we got there.
Cairo is one of the most intimidating cities I know. It is fascinating, moving like a great serpent that coils and
uncoils on itself. Its traffic jams are notorious, but even more so is the incessant din of the thousands of cars
crossing it at all hours, day and night, without the slightest regard for traffic laws and, I would dare add, even for
the law of gravity. To this imposing procession of teeming, honking, overwhelming, pestiferous vehicles, there is
also, blended in, a surprising parade of countless Egyptian film ads (some with sound): gigantic posters of smiling
fake blondes and their mustachioed cavaliers imitating Clark Gable.\fn{ American actor (1901-1960)} But there is still
more: for how can I leave out the calls to prayer/fn{ Over loudspeakers} from the ubiquitous mosques. And the shouts
and swearing in the streets. And the beggars’ litanies. The whole place vibrates in such a way that the traveler is
helplessly enveloped in this unique Cairo din that accompanies him or her until the very moment of boarding the
plane to go back home.
But we have barely arrived and I still haven’t gotten to the brief story of another incident (not a particularly
bad omen) that we lived through that day. It’s a matter of logic that on a “honeymoon” a couple would prefer the
most pleasant surroundings. Miguel had made a reservation at the Mena House Oberoi, an old hotel in Cairo,
perhaps not the best, but surely the most charming, with magnificent vistas of the pyramids, located in a
somewhat run-down Islamic building where it would not be overly surprising to suddenly encounter Somerset
Maugham’s\fn{William Somerset Maugham (1874-1965), English author.}double reading The Times on the verandah.
However, due to one of those unfathomable misunderstandings among tour operators, we landed in another
hotel of inferior rank (and in Egypt “inferior” means frightful). It had to be reached by going through a patisserie
named Le Bec Sucreé and then a sordid hallway. In fact, the only thing that was sweet about the place was this
little cake shop, because the rest of the lodging, with its plastic flowers and its questionably clean blankets, left
much to be desired, at least for us, being basically—very basically—a brand-new couple.
It’s interesting to observe how love reconciliations develop under two different psychologies that coexist and
overlap. In the first place (and now I am talking not in the abstract but concretely, about Miguel and me), both
lovers are trying hard to respect the distances and niceties of living with a novice lover, making every possible
effort to avoid any anticlimax that could spoil their love. During the first days that Miguel and I spent in Egypt, I
was surprised to find myself laughing at our behavior. Because we were being so tentative with each other that the
whole situation reminded me of Albert Cohen’s novel Belle du Seigneur\fn{1968}. Above all, it brought to mind,
and this made me blush, the hilarious episode in which the lovers, Solal and Ariane, with the eagerness of neurotic
criminals, attempt to erase all the usual unpleasant traces left by humans living together, and which become so
unforgivable when both are trying to keep a love relationship in the antiseptic realm. Like them, in silent
agreement Miguel and I took turns getting up from bed, for instance, in order to avoid any kind of confrontation
regarding the use of the shared bathroom. Sometimes Miguel got up really early, and emulating Solal, tried to
save me from the preliminary thunder; and then from the disastrous clamor of flushing the toilet. At other times,
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just like any Ariane would do, coiffed, bathed, and in a white déshabillé, I ran to open the bathroom window in
order to freshen the air. Both attitudes were so charmingly Versaillesque as to deserve a medal for their hopeful,
romantic efforts.
The curious counterpoint to this consummate behavior was our lovemaking.
The most surprising fact of such reunions is that, crossing the barriers of time, the body is capable of
reestablishing a unique and personal relationship so easily, as if in the meantime there had not been other bodies,
other kisses. Four years of estrangement represent, when one is getting closer to being half a century old, some
inevitable physical changes. Miguel’s baldness was a little more noticeable, and he had gained some weight.
Perhaps his eyes, which were always his most interesting feature, did not shine as before; but in a dark embrace
one is blinded to all these transformations. In contradiction to this blindness, other body parts, including hands,
lips, and also the tongue, keep their faculties in prime condition, so that each one, with great celerity, finds its path
to the most recondite nooks. In amazement, the lover undertakes in this way the same old excursions with wise
fingers that haven’t changed but now enjoy the priceless advantage of being able to raise pleasure to a level
attainable only when passion has not yet become a routine.
“Have you realized how easy this has been?” Miguel asked me one night.
We were not in bed, nor in view of the pyramids, nor of any of those colossal monuments, so often
encountered in Egypt, that make us realize how small our petty worries are, and how silly our disaffections seem.
We were simply sipping a Coke at the bar of the unsavory hotel with its bunches of plastic flowers and its smell of
tablecloths washed in cheap soap.
Then I took his hand. I have a lot of trouble explaining what I feel when it is something deep and important,
but Miguel already knows well my “silent answers,” as he used to call them in the old times. Silent answers which
at once I usually tried—and I still try—to translate into kisses, because that’s what they really are and mean.
Kisses that say “I love you” and “I need you” and also, as on this occasion, kisses that shout:
“Don’t you ever leave me, let’s get old, you and I together until death do us part, yes, only death, and nobody
else.”
Sweet words of love are commonplace, and they are also corny or else become hollow from overuse, but kisses
that act as mediators speak with an eloquence no poet will ever achieve. That’s why, that evening at the hotel bar,
I kissed Miguel’s hands meaning all those words, witnessed by some yellowing plastic magnolias that will never
guess from what depths this silent verbiage was coming.
“And tomorrow we’ll fly to Karnak,” Miguel said, because men get a bit upset (actually a lot!) at declarations
of love when they were not the ones who planned the when and the where.
“The boat that will take us downriver is the Sobk,” he added. “I think Sobk refers to a serpent goddess or a
crocodile goddess, I don’t know, something like that. But in any case she’s considered the queen of the Nile,” he
insisted. “That’s a good omen, don’t you think, dear?”
*
The Sobk, a boat of the Queen of the Nile line, turned out to be the sixth in a series of closely docked vessels
so identical in appearance that I soon had to learn to distinguish it by the details of its interior decoration. The
number of vessels cruising the Nile with thousands of tourists of all nationalities is such that it would be
impossible to dock them except with gunwales touching, and so they form a strange and undulating tunnel. In
order to reach the Sobk (which, by the way, does not refer to a goddess but to a crocodile god), each of us had to
go—loaded with luggage, several cameras, and last-minute souvenirs—through five other ships that were as much
queens of the Nile as ours. The first one was decorated in Chinese style; the second, in its turn, honored the Taj
Mahal, plaster elephant and all. Farther on was the peacock vessel with details reminiscent of Persia; then came
one decorated with Andalusian doodads where one could hear, of course, Ay, Macarena; and finally we reached
the Sobk, which fortunately was pretty restrained and not very cosmopolitan.
Our group of around twenty (half were Spanish and the other half French and looking terribly intellectual)
began dispersing slowly toward the staterooms, under strict orders to be on deck at three sharp, ready for our first
Nile visit: the magic enclave of Karnak.
I suppose I should dedicate a few lines here to describe the people that chance had assembled for our tour. As I
said before, it was a combination of Spaniards, mostly Catalans, and a French group which, considering the
unfailing attention they were paying to our guide, probably had to pass a test on advanced Egyptology on their
return home. They all went around carrying various books, looking at maps, and jotting things down in their
water-proof notebooks. I have never seen such frenzied interest. On the other hand, we Spaniards, with our more
relaxed cultural spirit, let’s say, were having more fun. Miguel and I soon befriended a young couple from
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Tarrasa. We began by sharing a table in the dining room, and we became inseparable after that. It is always
pleasant to have someone with whom to comment on the events of the day, and, with the instant complicity that
being in a foreign country produces, we quickly found ourselves gossiping about the other passengers, and also
combining our newfound friendship with whatever information and help we could exchange about the
photographic equipment that each of us had brought along. In addition, we acted as each other’s paparazzi, and in
this way Álvaro and Merce would sometimes take our picture next to an imposing column. At other times, the
four of us had to run (once Miguel’s Nikon was set) perhaps in order to pose by the lonely obelisk at the entrance
to Luxor, while deploring Egyptologist Champollion’s daring feat of having carted the twin obelisk off to Paris, to
adorn the Place de la Concorde, no less.
Out of the French group that always moved like a compact herd, I was interested only in a woman about thirtysomething, traveling with her husband or lover of about the same age, but who had a much duller presence.
Unlike the others, they kept apart from their group, whispering into each other’s ears and embracing behind each
rock. What caught my attention, however, was not their infatuation, which frequently happens on tourist trips,
after all, but rather her physical resemblance to me.
I found it strange that nobody else noticed this resemblance, not even Miguel mentioned it, but we redheads
(and she was, too) know how to find certain shared traits that perhaps are not obvious to other people. I’m
referring to little habitual movements like the particular way of lowering one shoulder, or moving the fingers in a
soft cadence: characteristic gestures that in her case, however, were obliterated in the presence of other more
conspicuous attributes. Sirrine, that was her name, was one of those women for whom it is impossible to go
unnoticed. She was small but voluptuous, a fact that she showed off by wearing tight T-shirts that did not take into
account her thoracic perimeter, and jeans two sizes too small for her curving behind.
“Just a vulgar redhead,” I thought, without being able to avoid the critical, comparative reflection. I have
always considered that I belong to the group of sophisticated redheads, but even so, we had something strong in
common. How lucky I was, I told myself with some relief, that the resemblance is only obvious to me.
Another character worthy of comment was our tourist guide. Her name was Françoise Durand du Selle and she
adored her work. Only that can explain her constant readiness to climb the steepest crags or to descend with
adolescent enthusiasm dozens of feet underground, just to show us by the light of her small flashlight, who
knows, maybe a tiny goddess Maat, for instance, identical to hundreds of other tiny images of Maat that we had
already seen in hundreds of hieroglyphic murals, also identical.
Moreover, Françoise was perfectly bilingual and she explained the marvels before our eyes in precise Spanish,
after having said the same thing in French, and always ending her comments with the words “bien entendu.”
With a smile and a soft cadence, she would unfold her descriptions until she ended up with “ blah-blah-blah et
voici la déesse Isis qui protège la momie. Elle est aussi l’épouse d'Osiris, bien entendu.”
Her last phrase became a kind of alarm clock for me. Perhaps this comparison is not a very felicitous one, but
the truth is that it served me as an infallible call to attention: I knew that after those two words I had to prick up
my ears because very soon another interesting explanation would follow in Spanish, about the mysteries of old
Egypt.
It was not until the third day of our tour that I could finally decipher another mystery, not precisely millenary,
but rather modernly bureaucratic. From the moment we left Cairo, next to Françoise there was always a silent
character who would be replaced every two or three days. A shadow that never failed to accompany our guide.
First she was joined by a woman wearing flowing garments and a kerchief over her head, tied under her chin.
Judging by her looks, she could have been one of the many housewives one meets around the markets, but her
eyes revealed a sharp intelligence, and, at the same time, something that I would dare call a predatory, silent
cruelty; I don’t know how to explain it any better. However, one day she vanished, but was soon replaced by a
man wearing a gray djellaba who looked quite harmless. He only moved among us making use of a pretty fly
whisk with an ivory handle.
“They are official Egyptian guides,” Merce whispered to me one day when we stopped at a stand to buy water
for our canteens. Merce always whispered when she had a bit of information, even if there was no one remotely
within earshot and the information totally lacked any relevance.
“Look, I found out all about it,” she explained in the expeditious tone adopted by those devoted to
investigating minor details as well as big secrets. “Here in Egypt it’s the law that local guides must accompany
foreign ones everywhere they go. This is absolutely obligatory, though they might not even have to say a word.
We are assigned one for each zone we visit. Can you imagine? Madame Vulture Eyes accompanied us in Luxor
and Karnak; the Lord of the Flies escorts us today and also tomorrow for the visit to the Komambo temple. Two
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very forgettable characters. I wonder who will be assigned to us for our visit to Aswan. I hope that one is nicer
than these two, for we’ll have to live together on board for three days.”
Merce continued talking. It was a delight to have her as a traveling companion, with her efficient news reports
saving me the nuisance of having to read the program for the day.
“Listen, after the visit to Abu Simbel we still have to stay in Aswan for two days to see other things up the
Nile. And by the way,” she added suddenly with that Catalan accent that I find so charming, “do you have any
idea at what time we are leaving for tomorrow’s excursion? At three in the morning!”
“Osti tu,” I felt like saying to Merce in Catalan, because for any tourist in Egypt there is really nothing worse
than the punishing schedules. It was indeed a punishment to join the caravan of tourist buses on the way to Abu
Simbel at such an inauspicious hour, supposedly in order to avoid the heat (an unnecessary precaution at that time
of the year). But even so, what’s the use of complaining: everything on an escorted tour operates with a logic that
has nothing to do with common sense. You learn that on the first day, and from that moment on, you have to let
yourself be led by the good shepherd (bubbly Françoise, in our case). The good shepherd calms her herd and
allows no possibility for straying, except at most for a two-minute delay, by some daring sheep, in getting on or
off the bus.
I decided to sleep on the way there, nested against Miguel’s compassionate shoulder. The bus kept jolting us
for hours, and there were tactical delays that nobody cared to explain, hours that did not exist for me, dreaming in
my husband’s arms. That is why it was such a big surprise when I opened my eyes and realized that the tourist bus
had already stopped. I was completely alone in the bus. Through the window I could see Françoise and the French
group walking away toward the entrance to the temple. A little closer, and having fun aiming their cameras at my
dazed, sleepy face, Miguel and Álvaro were taking turns, click, click, immortalizing my embarrassing situation.
“Please allow me to help you, Madame,” said a voice to my left in almost perfect Spanish. “I could carry your
backpack for you, if you wish. My name is Kalim. I will be your guide in the land of the Nubians.”
The man smiled, revealing the whitest and most handsome teeth I had ever seen.
*
Daylight was barely breaking and I was not really awake yet. Getting off the bus, I thanked the man for his
kindness, and ran to join my group.
Then I could take a better look at him. The Nubian guide, the one who would accompany Françoise during our
visit to Aswan, possessed an impressive physique. He was very tall, at least six foot three, and was dressed in
Western clothes, with a pair of jeans too short for him and a white T-shirt. He smiled, he always smiled, more with
his eyes than with his mouth. His eyes were like those in Renaissance portraits that, no matter from what angle
you look at them, always seem to be looking at you. This makes it very difficult to take your eyes off such a
persistent gaze.
But Françoise had just pronounced the password and I instinctively turned my head. Bien entendu. Now that
her French explanation was over she would turn to the Spanish group to delve into the mysteries of one of the
most extraordinary places on earth. Concentrate, Laura, this is Abu Simbel, you cannot miss a single word now, I
thought. And I was right.
“Abu Simbel,” Françoise explained, “is two hundred eighty kilometers away from Aswan. From the old
colonial village only two temples carved out of the heart of a mountain remain today. Their location had to be
changed due to the construction of the Aswan High Dam, and now we are almost two hundred feet above the
original site. It was a big enterprise, worthy of the Egyptian colossi,” Françoise added with admiration. “Stone by
stone, the temple was moved here,” she continued, “first, the small one to your right, which Ramses II ordered
built for his favorite wife, Nefertari, and then this one to your left. Take a look at it,” Françoise exclaimed, filled
with her usual enthusiasm (more than justified on this occasion). “This is the great temple dedicated to Amun, and
also to Ra-Horakhty and to the pharaoh himself, Ramses II the Great. Look at the façade guarded by four giant
effigies of the pharaoh. Two of them were damaged during an earthquake, but that does not detract at all from
their magnificence. To give you an idea of the proportions of these colossi, suffice it to say that the nose of each
Ramses is the size of a grown man.”
Did Ramses belong to the Nubian race by any chance? I don’t like to interrupt a guide with questions, but
those perfect features, those almond eyes and thick lips … Heavens. Someone had told me that the southern
pharaohs had dark skin like the present inhabitants, beautifully black like the man at the bus who had addressed
me in correct Spanish barely half an hour before. And I wondered: So is this what is considered the legendary
Nubian beauty? All the romance novels and even the serious ones set in Africa speak with admiration of this
unique race; and all the romantic topics rushed into my head at once. Come on, this is simply a touristic curiosity,
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nothing more, I thought, but so many questions popped into my mind. Why not ask him? He spoke Spanish even
better than Françoise. What did he say his name was? Kalim, that’s it, and wasn’t it surprising that I remembered
his name even though I was half asleep when we met. I glanced around looking for him.
But Kalim had disappeared. Whether Françoise explained in detail the magnificent façade of that temple, I will
never know. By the time my mind returned from its wanderings in an ethereal ramble devoted to thinking of
another tourist guide, Françoise’s voice had already started a new explanation for the French group.
“Come, let’s take advantage of the cultural reprieve to pose for a picture next to Nefertari’s statues,” Miguel
said then, dragging us all, including Merce and Álvaro, who did not miss the opportunity to comment that
Nefertari was the best-endowed woman in all of ancient Egypt. (Is there any male tourist on the Nile who can
refrain from eventually making the same remark?) Merce then joked,
“Well, the temple that Ramses built for her looks like a doghouse next to his; but at least he remembered her,
while most other pharaohs didn’t even know where their wife was buried.”
“Blah-blah-blah et bien entendu,” we heard Françoise conclude from far away, and we had to run not to miss
her next explanation. In the life of a tourist, there is no respite.
Françoise had another favorite word, “amigos,” when starting her commentaries in Spanish:
“Let’s see, amigos.”
It’s a ubiquitous word in American films when a Mexican or a Latin American speaks, but I have never heard a
Spaniard use it. Foreigners love it.
“Let’s see, amigos,” she announced, and then launched enthusiastically into an interesting anecdote.
“You should know that the great pharaoh Ramses II was a Nubian (ah, here’s the answer to my question, I
couldn’t help but appreciate with a special pleasure). He was born precisely in this region of Egypt, the one
closest to the Sudan, but his hair was red. That was quite unusual, especially among Nubians. When you visit the
Cairo museum, if you go to the hall of the mummies, you will see for yourselves that the famous member of the
Ramsesside Nineteenth Dynasty and one of the most famous pharaohs in history, besides being very tall and
perfectly proportioned as Nubians are, was also a redhead.
“And now, I’ll tell you something that is not strictly historical,” Françoise added, just like someone who is
about to reveal a scandalous bit of gossip about a neighbor or relative. “Do you remember that I told you (I did
not remember anything, perhaps I was thinking about something else when she told us) that during his reign
Ramses fostered the worship of Seth, already established by his father. Seth is a mean god and a lord of the desert,
in a word, an untamed force,” Françoise whispered, her tone getting more confidential. “His father had ratified the
cult of Seth, but it was Ramses II who really institutionalized this god. Now, could it be that, considering himself
different because of his hair color, he felt the need to be surrounded by this ambivalent spirit? Ah, mystère!”
intoned Françoise, this being another of her most resounding pet phrases.
“Anyway, to get to the truth after three thousand years is impossible,” she continued. “In my opinion, the most
logical explanation is that Ramses introduced this perverse god all over his realm because the southern tribes
worshipped it. That is, because it was a Nubian like him. And by the way, do you know that nobody has been able
to decipher what this god’s face represents? Is it a dog? Or a pig, perhaps? Or is it a donkey? In any case, the truth
is, amigos,” Françoise concluded with a very French shrug of her shoulders, “that it’s a very strange deity of a
very red-haired pharaoh.”
I had to turn my head. Sometimes it seems as if one had eyes in the back of the head. I felt sure that someone
was looking at me from behind. And there was Kalim, with his all-embracing gaze that might have been focusing
on me, on Merce, or on any of the other tourists as well, even on the French redhead who wore those tight Tshirts. He was not smiling, and he was toying with his belt, the style of which seemed to me much less Western
than his jeans or the rest of his clothes. It was just a plain black leather strip, hanging from which there were four
or five flat metal figurines, each one about the size of a small cigarette lighter. When he noticed that I was looking
at him, he put his arms behind his back, like a well-behaved child, and smiled. I thought he was rocking himself
back and forth from the tips of his shoes to the heels, but I couldn’t really tell, since his face made it difficult to
focus on other parts of his body.
Such perfect teeth, I thought, and when I turned my attention back to Françoise, our bilingual guide was
already addressing the French group. This time I did not make use of the pause to joke with Miguel—or Merce, or
to increase the already large number of photographs, videos, and so on, that we had accumulated in the course of
the morning. I chose to remain where I was, next to Françoise and listening to her explanation, which I only half
understood. But I did not care. At her side, always like a silent shadow, the Nubian guide toyed with the metal
figurines on his belt. And he would make them tinkle, one by one, as if they were tiny bells: do … re … mi … fa
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… sol … a musical note for each of the five identical effigies.
My French is not very good, but I wanted to hear, in a preview version, the information about another famous
phenomenon found inside the Ramses temple.
“But Laura,” Miguel insisted behind me, “why are you being so stubborn, if a minute from now she will tell
us, in plain Spanish, what you’re trying to …”
Yet Françoise’s explanation was easy to understand. Besides, Kalim was there.
“Twice a year,” our guide began in her native French, “on February nineteenth and on October twenty-first, the
sun comes in through the door of the big temple and illuminates in succession only three of the statues inside,
which, except on those two dates, remain in utter darkness. One of the statues represents Amun, the second is RaHorakhty, and the third one, Ramses. The fourth statue, next to these, remains in the dark all the time: it represents
Ptah, the supreme artist of the gods.”
Little by little I had separated from the group to delve deeper into the interior of the temple. The four gods, so
dark and silent, were scarcely visible in their niche, though the sun outside was shining gloriously on Abu Simbel.
I took a look at the statues, which resembled the ones that we had seen in other temples and, of course, were much
less impressive than the eight colossi, sixty-five feet tall, that watch over the entrance to the temple like silent,
majestic soldiers.
Do … re … mi … fa … sol …
This time I did not need to turn my head to know that the Nubian guide had followed me there. A very soft ray
of light reflected on the ceiling from the metal figurines hanging from his belt, with which he so often toyed. And
again that tinkling sound reverberated through the millenary walls. Do … re … mi … fa … sol …
“Lauraaa!”
It was Miguel’s voice, calling me from outside.
“Shit, Laura, I’ve been calling you for the last half hour: can you tell me what the fuck you were doing inside
there?”
*
Three days and three nights. Three days sailing up the Nile.
Once our visit to Abu Simbel was over, we boarded the Sobk again, which was waiting for us at the port of
Aswan to take us to Elephantine Island, the Aga Khan’s house, and to Lord Kitchener’s botanical garden, all of
this on the first day. On the second day, we would see the temple of Edfu, and, on the third, the marvelous temple
of Hathor.
It is fortunate that we had cameras and video cameras, because thanks to them I am able to write today just as
well as if so much splendor had been imprinted in my memory instead of only being recorded on photographic
paper and magnetic tape. I know, for instance, that we saw the house of Aga Khan because I have proof: a photo
with Merce and me riding on a camel.
“Come on, girls, get a little closer, don’t be afraid, no one is going to bite you. Yes … that’s better.”
(Fragmented memories that come back to me when I see the albums again.)
It is also easy for me to reconstruct the tour thanks to some almost professional snapshots that Álvaro took:
Miguel and I holding hands, wondering at the thousands of botanical specimens that Lord Kitchener had ordered
to be planted when he was in this region. And then, forever present in my photo album, the temple of Edfu, seen
now admirably intact after being dug out of the desert sands that for centuries had preserved it from plunderers
and from the spoliation of time. And finally in our home video, there is the tour to Dendera, the temple with the
brightest colors of all those we saw. There is a pretty original take of its famed vestibule, twenty-four images of
the goddess Hathor, aligned in groups of six. Besides, on that same video, there is Miguel, besieged by a swarm of
beggars and peddlers, some wearing turbans, others with mysterious archeological pieces wrapped in newspapers:
“Compra, siňor; compra, please buy me, achetez, achetez …”
And then Miguel, now irritated as we can see in the video, is buying me one of those long white pieces of cloth
to wrap around my head as a turban. I protest then, annoyed but smiling,
“No, no, please, don’t do that, let me be.”
Yes, all of this appears in the video and in the photos, and that’s why I know that it happened.
In my true memory, on the other hand, there is only one thing I remember, and it is not touristic at all.
They say that passion—or should I write the madness of love?—is turbulent. That it attacks suddenly, blurring
reality to such an extent that, as we bestow all sorts of virtues on the beloved, we end up converting them into
perfect beings. But nobody warns us about the obstinate attachment that our body acquires for this perfect being.
How to explain then that we cannot draw our eyes away from the beloved’s gaze, no matter how much we try?
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And if he is close enough, what an enormous effort it takes to stop us from a caress?—“Holy Heaven! my hand,
that unruly finger …”—and finally, overcome, we resign ourselves to merely touching his clothes furtively. Then,
there are the sounds we love dearly, those we learn to distinguish among a thousand others: his breathing, the
ground beat of his steps—“He’s coming, it’s him,”—and we tremble with anticipation—“he’ll be close to me, I’ll
be able to perceive the scent of his body, and watch the tensing of his muscles under his dark skin …”
Because of all this, of the three excursions I just spoke about, there is no trace in my memory of the blue
headdress of the goddess Maat, but of the undefinable gray of a Nubian shirt. The same thing happens with
sounds: the desert wind among the ruins never existed for me, I did not. hear it sing through the temple openings,
as all tourists will swear it does. The only sounds I remember are those sandal steps behind me (and God
Almighty, I detest men wearing sandals; love is truly blind):
“Kalim is here” was my only thought.
He was always near me, without ever saying a word or smiling. In fact, he had not said anything besides a
“good morning” since we met inside the temple of Ramses. What a mess; now I knew what torture is, and love
and anxiety and fear, fear above all, that someone, Miguel precisely, would surely notice the madness, since I was
convinced that it was written all over my face.
“Well, I am going to wear a. mask,” Merce told me on the third day. “I don’t give a hoot, you know, if
Cleopatra didn’t wear one. With all these zits from the Egyptian sun, you cannot expect me to appear at the party
showing my face.”
“You could wear a veil; I’m not sure Cleopatra did, but it will suit you better,” I replied.
On the evening before our last night on board, there was going to be a costume party, and Merce and I were
very eager to put together the right costumes for us. Finally, we took the easiest way out. Merce bought for herself
a kind of red tunic and a matching veil with small golden coins hanging on her forehead, while I chose the same
model but in black, nothing very original, but who cared about the party; I could think of nothing else but Kalim. I
anguished at the thought that he might not be invited, even though it would be the logical thing. All these ships
hold noisy dance parties where people mix, talk, and sometimes dance, I thought to myself, like a schoolgirl
anxiously waiting for her prom, expecting (and wishing) that thanks to the alcohol and the euphoria, or the alibi
provided by the costumes, she would be able to talk to that boy with whom she had only had shy exchanges
during the whole term.
“Anything wrong?” Miguel asked me when we were both dressed up, I with my black tunic and he in his
Hercule Poirot disguise—though he’s not fat or bald enough, and also lacks the absurd black mustache.\fn{ The
Belgian detective’s trademark, of which he was notoriously vain }
“What do you think? Surely nobody thought of being a character from Death on the Nile. How do I look?” he
asked as if trying, on purpose, to change the topic.
“Perfect, very funny,” I answered automatically, but in fact he looked ridiculous, and it was worse still when he
stuck on his upper lip a bristly fake mustache. And that false mustache bent down to kiss my red hair, which I had
decided to let down, thinking of Kalim. Then my husband, forgetting his first question, and as if his new
incarnation as a detective allowed him to read fragments of people’s thoughts, pronounced the name Kalim (he
must have become an intuitive detective, though not a very shrewd one) and then casually made some comments.
“Guess what Kalim told me yesterday?”
Miguel had stuffed a pillow inside his pants to simulate the girth of Agatha Christie’s detective, and was now
struggling to zip them up.
“Who are you talking about?”
“Kalim, Kalim,” he said, repeating it twice, “you know exactly who I’m talking about, the oh-so-handsome
Nubian guide. Help me with this,” he added, and I just prayed he wouldn’t notice either my trembling hands or
the quaver in my voice.
“What, what did this K-Kalim tell you?”
“Oh, a funny thing: he asked me if I could help him find a job in Europe as an interpreter, insisting that it
would not be difficult because he speaks Spanish and French fluently. Just imagine, who could be interested in
hiring a Nubian interpreter? Anyway, I’m sorry for him, he seems to be a quite capable guy, don’t you think?” and
he looked at me with those Hercule Poirot beady eyes he had just acquired with the addition of the mustache.
“Quite capable,” I repeated, finally succeeding in zipping up his pants with the clumsiest fingers ever seen on
this side of the Nile. Then Miguel kissed me and said,
“I love you, Laura.”
Kisses from amateur detectives are irritating.
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The great hall in the Sobk kept its lights very low during dinner. Dim light is a state of grace that doesn’t
promote general conversation. It seems instead to elicit rather personal confessions, and most everybody turns to
the next person and whispers something. Next to me was Álvaro. He was wearing the relatively interesting
costume of a nomad camel driver, but it was spoiled by the taciturn, sullen air that overcomes many people when
they are, reluctantly, supposed to be having fun. I gazed casually around the dining room (where is he, please, I
can’t believe he’s not here), and while my yearning searched for him, my eyes uselessly met with three other
Hercule Poirots (one of them a Japanese); several Cleopatras, all wearing veils, including Merce, who had finally
decided to wear a wig and an asp curled around her arm, instead of a mask. There were several pharaohs; a
Lawrence of Arabia, and countless belly dancers, among whom the most notorious was Sirrine, the French
redhead, who was dressed in orange, a highly risky choice for our hair color,
“Did you see how vulgar she looks?” Merce blurted out. “Ever since Françoise told us that the great Ramses II
was red-haired, that hussy flips her hair around differently; perhaps she thinks, that will help her lure some desert
god, or some Nubian lover,” she added in a tone I did not really appreciate. I smiled then, because it’s better to let
some comments pass without getting caught up in them.
That was how dinner went, until dessert arrived accompanied by the very spectacular entrance of a group of
Nubian dancers and singers (Oh, my God, where is he?). And tambourines. And kettledrums with bells. And a
pleasant, rousing music made its way to the dance floor to bring fire into people’s eyes, and a more than a little
tremor throughout my body: Kalim was there.
He was not among the dancers with long white tunics and colored turbans. Nor was he going from table to
table greeting the guests, as Françoise kept doing whenever the very long trail of her Selkit (the snake goddess)
costume allowed. Kalim simply stood behind a column, looking at me as on that first day when we met at Abu
Simbel. He was dressed all in white, and his undefinable eyes did not miss any of what was going on. I managed
to see through the semidarkness the candlelight reflection on the five metal figurines, now around his neck,
I turned toward Miguel. My Hercule Poirot must have imbibed several glasses of Egyptian champagne because
he was joking a lot with a French Cleopatra with whom we had not spoken a word during the whole tour. I looked
at him again.
“Adieu, man cher Poirot,” I shouted at him in silence, because even in the most tragic moments of my life, I
can’t resist the temptation of making a theatrical exit, and I went to meet Kalim.
He extended both hands toward me.
*
On the chair, a carnation still on the lapel of the jacket with the matching white pants, lay the remains of the
Hercule Poirot costume. A shirt of a light salmon color and a Panama hat carefully were hung on the chair’s back.
The whole outfit seemed to be watching the sleeping figure of my husband, Miguel.
I was also watching him; I had been awake for so long that I had gotten used to the dark, like an old, dry-eyed
owl. One does not cry in such circumstances, it’s too soon, because the events of the previous hours are still
stumbling against one another, and moments of torment and of ecstasy fuse together in such a way that in trying
to give shape to the experience, one manages only to evoke one huge jumble that a sick mind would produce.
I could not even justify myself with the excuse that alcohol precipitated the whole thing. I barely drank a glass
of Egyptian champagne before leaving the dance floor. It was another kind of drunkenness that dragged me to
Kalim’s cabin, and once there, I was trapped by an even baser force, one familiar only to those who can find
beauty in sordidness. It is difficult to explain to a person who has not experienced it how one suddenly falls in
love with a filthy place and a poorly ventilated cabin, where even the scattered clothes serve only to exacerbate
our desire, because the body that our body has desired so much from afar is right there.
And we also know better than anyone else that there is no greater aphrodisiac in the world than a deliberate
distance; it is like giving another turn to the string pegs on an invisible and exquisitely tuned guitar until it plays
the purest of notes. Whether Kalim intended or not to have his recent aloofness tune the strings of my passion to
their limit, it no longer mattered to me. In fact, nothing else mattered: neither the dirty socks lying on the floor,
nor the cockroaches I presumed were our witnesses in between the fissures of the bunk. Only one thing mattered:
the body next to my own.
“Why are you wearing these figurines around your neck?”
I must have asked him this question in one brief respite from making love, one of those moments in which a
couple play at stroking each other’s skin—very lightly—with their lips; and mine met with the five golden images
Kalim always wore.
That was the only moment in which I saw a gleam in his eyes that was alien to what united us, arid he gave me
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a vague answer having something to do with his religion. It also seemed to me that he was betting against himself,
that those were Seth gods, and I had already guessed what that meant (I avoided saying he was wrong; with all the
undigested Egyptological information one receives on these tours, I could not even be sure of who Osiris was).
“He who follows Seth will get to become like Ramses,” Kalim proclaimed, but a sweet glimmer returned to his
gaze as he caressed my hair, kissing it many times while moving the figurines around to the back of his head. In
this way he managed to dispel any of my suspicions about Egyptian gods the moment those golden effigies were
out of sight.
Now, in the darkness of our cabin and with Miguel asleep so trustingly next to me, I was not concerned,
however, with Kalim’s necklace or the way my body had behaved. After all, the excesses of the body are more
forgivable than those of the spirit. Instead I was tormented by what I had said to the young guide during those
hours. What did I swear to him? What had I promised while his black hands., with such pale fingernails, were
searching for hidden recesses never explored by other hands? Mad words, eternal pacts. He said that he wanted to
follow me to Spain, that he spoke both Spanish and French well, that everything would be all right, that this could
only be the beginning of something wonderful. And his kisses made it all seem plausible, because in those
moments one believes that love is almighty and that love is merciful.
Laura, you’re mad, mad, and also unfair. I have always detested men who promise all kinds of things in bed
and forget them a few hours later; all those lies that can be rolled up into one—“If you call me, I’ll follow you
anywhere,”—as if life were a romantic bolero. The worst part is that I know now that people believe this when
they say it; everything is as completely true in bed as it is false once you’re back in the real world. The same thing
was happening to me and that young man. Did I ever stop to think how old he was? At most, twenty-two, half my
age. He was a man from another culture, from another race, probably full of illusions of prosperity, with the idea
that I can help him find a job in Spain, as I had promised, along with a lot of other nonsense. Love above all, love
the all-powerful. Who could have invented these big lies that half of humanity blindly believes?
My owly eyes occasionally managed to close their lids, dry eyes that perhaps could have been able to drive
these images away, but nothing would make the memory of those words disappear. And they were many, because
my words, in total confusion, had merged with those of Henri, my neighbor in Madrid, who, like a Gagman
Cricket (its advice coming too late), seemed to be repeating:
“The worst part, my precious, is the jealousy men bill you retroactively for the time you did not live with them.
I assure you, Miguel will now say that he doesn’t care about whatever you did during those years, but it will all
come back to count the moment you two get back together … and the ghosts come alive again at every corner,
you’ll see: as soon as you look at a man, you have spoiled everything. Think about it, Laura, you won’t have your
old friend Henri over there in Egypt to give you advice, or to serve as your alibi …”
Oh, love, I thought, how many stupidities are committed in your name! My birthright for a pottage, my newly
recovered marital bliss in exchange for a mad passion.
And do I love Kalim? Of course I do; I want him in the most basic sense, but that is not enough. Love has
never been enough to make people happy, that is another precept one does not learn from the soap operas, but
that’s the way it is.
Miguel turned in his sleep, with his trusting face now toward me. Henri had been wrong at least in one thing:
Miss Frances’s caustic advice had attributed to my husband a certain defect he doesn’t have at all.
Miguel is not mean, nor distrustful. At no point has he billed me for anything that happened during the four
years we were separated, and even more to his credit, he also hasn’t done so for what was now going on. If he
noticed my attraction to Kalim (and how could he not, if it was written all over my face), he chose to pretend he
didn’t see it, which is a very subtle, intelligent way of going about it: he knows me as well as I know him; not for
nothing did we spend twenty years together. Now everything was crystal clear: that furtive kiss with the ridiculous
Hercule Poirot mustache, his very veiled allusions to Kalim; only a dazed fool like me could believe that he didn’t
know what I was going through. But he chose not to say anything: to wait, tolerate, keep silent.
A permissive husband, that is something that Henri and most people can’t understand, and therefore despise.
People think that anyone in love who is tolerant of these matters is just weak, but much can be said otherwise. I’m
old enough to know that. Actually, it demands a lot of courage—and intelligence—to pretend to be blind to
circumstance, but it always wins in the end.
The fact that the Poirot costume was so carefully arranged on the chair was evidence that Miguel had quietly
gone to bed in spite of my absence, that he had not been anxiously waiting for my return. I even seemed to see in
his face a little mocking smile.
“Fuck!” I thought, and like a fool repeated to myself a very obvious truth: yes, and they always win in the end,
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pretending not to notice: to love and consent, what a smart move. That’s how those cunning bastards make us—
the sinners (how does that sound?)—become our own watchdogs, and be the judges of our own worst stupidities.
And there are no judges more merciless than we are to ourselves.
I got up from bed to take a shower. When I came in around three, I’d enough energy to throw myself on the
bed. And now I was awake for hours with insomnia. Morning would break soon and I wanted to erase from my
body even the last vestige of the night. Smells are treacherous, and scents of the love embrace are not the best ally
when one is trying to think clearly.
Cold water did the rest. It was six-thirty, and soon another tourist jaunt would begin: the last one accompanied
by Kalim. Françoise’s voice would be out there describing one temple and the next, and then another in her
enthusiastic commentary. And her bien entendu. And her “Let’s see, amigos,” with her shadow, Kalim, always
beside her.
How was I going to react? What would my body’s reaction be? Oh, my God! What I would have given to have
someone to talk to about all of this. A friendly but severe hand to hold me back (like Henri’s, for example),
someone I could ask:
“If you see that I can’t help but look at him; if any gesture renews my desire to touch his body, you slap me
twice, Henri, I beg you, and you slap me a couple of good ones.”
That’s what I needed.
That and a few minutes alone with the young man, so I could apologize to him: I had to say something to him,
and the sooner, the better. There was no point in delaying the inevitable. But how terrible to be seeing him once
more, and feeling his eyes on me again …
Barely past twenty, Laura, he could almost be your son, such innocent eyes. It was still early, but the sole idea
that time was rushing me into that unavoidable moment made me feel an absurd warmth in my thighs. The
manifestations of anxiety are always contradictory. Finally, I opted for another solution: I would write him a letter,
as cowards do.
Dear Kalim, I could say, let me beg your forgiveness, it has all been a mistake, don’t you ever think it’s easy
for me to write these lines, just as it won’t be easy for me to forget you. I want you to know that I have really
loved you, that everything I said to you was true, but things are the way they are, and not the way we would like
them to be. It’s very nice to say, “If you call me, I’ll follow you anywhere,” but, love, my love, life is not a bolero.
And how the hell is Kalim going to know what a bolero is?
Let me start again, I thought to myself for a moment. This letter is the most vile thing I have ever done in my
life. But I must write it, I owe it to a man who has made me feel alive. Come on, Laura, no more cheap shots;
begin again and tell that poor fellow that everything you swore to him last night is no longer true today. Do it in
the most dignified way, the least painful way, that is the least he deserves, he who has fallen head over heels for
this silly, deluded redhead.
*
“Hatshepsut,” Françoise began as soon as we had all gathered around her. She was the mother hen, and we, her
obedient little chicks who followed her everywhere.
“The great Hatshepsut, in spite of being buried here in the Valley of the Kings and of possessing all the
attributes of a pharaoh, was a woman. We must see all the things she did in order to hold on to the throne! Let me
tell you her story. Let’s see, amigos …”
The Valley of the Kings, that is, the site where most of the pharaohs of ancient Egypt are buried, is one of the
highlights of the tour. One can perfectly imagine how those tombs were before being robbed by thieves: imposing
sarcophagi overlaid in gold, war chariots, jewelry, treasure, pieces of furniture; everything the soul of the pharaoh
might need in the other world. All the makings of an incredible funeral spectacle that one can easily imagine
while visiting the halls, in the Cairo museum, dedicated to Tutankhamen, whose tomb is the only one that was
discovered intact in all its splendor just as it has been prepared for a young king, barely nineteen years old.
My awkward words in that letter were still going around in my head. (Should I have taken out that hopeful
“my love”? And the reference to the bolero? How would a poor Nubian boy know anything about Latin music?
He will not understand that allusion, that’s for sure.) I followed Françoise from tomb to tomb like an automaton,
and without paying much attention to the comments made either by my friends Merce and Álvaro or by Miguel.
And Miguel? How was our waking-up time after my Nubian night? Two or three times during breakfast I
caught myself trying to read something in his face, some indication even though it might be a reproach, and better
still if it was: one can find justification for oneself or get infuriated in the face of recriminations, but there is
nothing one can do against the most impenetrable blank expression.
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“Are you taking your sunburn cream?” was the only thing he asked me. “Today the sun is going to hit us full
force.”
And I, like all transgressors, began to look for a thousand hidden meanings in that phrase. Fortunately, Merce,
who was having breakfast next to us, managed to dissipate any suspiciousness with her banal commentaries, and
she took me by the arm while suggesting we sit together on the bus for the tour to the Valley of the Kings.
“Let Álvaro and Miguel have their fun with the things that fascinate them, like video cameras and such, right?
Say yes,” she said, “and in the meantime you and I could immerse ourselves in what we’re going to see today. Do
you know that three dynasties of pharaohs, from the eighteenth to the twentieth, are sleeping under the stones in
this valley of death, where one tomb is more spectacular than the next? Dammit! You know that we’ve spent a lot
of days here in Egypt, and for the life of me I can’t understand this eagerness to embellish death. Let them tell me
more about this world, and as for the other, I don’t give a hoot. Hey, somiar truites!”
We got on the bus. Kalim was sitting four rows ahead of us. He was not wearing a cap, and I looked with
infinite tenderness at his beautiful head and short hair. Inside it were so many crazy projects, to follow me to
Spain, to work on anything … and I felt truly miserable sensing in my left pants pocket the letter I had written to
him a few hours earlier. I had to look for a moment alone with him in order to hand it to him personally. To the
infamy of not apologizing directly to him, I did not wish to add the cowardice of sending a furtive note to his
cabin. I had to show him, at least, the minimum feminine courage that men usually deny us when they break a
love relationship: to be able to look into his eyes and tell him, something like:
“Read this, and I hope you’ll understand.” A few words, said face-to-face, was the least that such a beautiful
being deserved. .
The bus kept jolting us on the way to the Valley of the Kings and Kalim’s head showed once in a while among
the rows of seats, as did that of Sirrine, the French redhead. Yes, it was her. Just before the bus stopped, while we
were going around a sharp curve, a hand with long red nails reached for support on Kalim’s seat, as if Sirrine
feared falling down.
“Attention, madame Pernod!” warned Françoise, who from her seat in the front row must have watched the
whole scene in the rearview mirror, and she laughed. “On arrivera dans cinq minutes.”
And we did. A few minutes later the whole crowd was following Françoise’s commentaries about the Valley of
the Kings, while I was looking for the right moment to find Kalim alone, and to go up to him with my cowardly
missive.
Meanwhile we visited several tombs, some of them pretty claustrophobic and not propitious for confidential
exchanges. Françoise kept gabbing away. And, as always, in between rigorous explanation and unalloyed
admiration she mixed in some archeological gossip, delivered with eyes wide open and an intimate tone, as if she
were being terribly indiscreet.
“Have you heard today’s gossip?” Merce warned me, elbowing me to pay attention to our guide’s words. “It
seems that today’s story is about foxes.”
“The desert fox,” Françoise was explaining when I decided to tune in, “is totally unknown in Egyptian
iconography. But look, take a look here,” she whispered as if she were about to show us an erotic or pornographic
fresco, as she pointed to a dark corner inside the tomb that once belonged to Queen Hatshepsut.
“Many years before Seth was exalted by Ramses II, Hatshepsut’s craftsmen engraved this cartouche. And what
does the god Seth look like here? Tell me, tell me,” and as we were not saying anything, Françoise declared
triumphantly: “A fox! Amigos, here we have the discovery of a new sacred animal. And mind you, this is not my
opinion, the discoverer was Billy Kuoto, a Japanese from Pennsylvania,” Françoise added, pronouncing the name
Kuoooto with an admirable Nipponese accent.
“This is something quite rev-o-luuu-tio-nary. Take a look at this drawing,” she said with an enthusiasm worthy
of a better cause. “Seth was a fox! Isn’t that incredible?”
“As for me; he could have been a goose,” hissed Merce. “Who cares? After all, hey, what’s a fox? It’s only an
overrated animal in all cultures. The only thing it actually does is steal people’s hens. And the old ones too,” she
added with finality.
“Well, it seems very suggestive to me,” I countered. In fact, I had been trying for a long while to involve
myself in the archeological explanations, and there was something about the story of the fox that caught my
attention. On the other hand, for Merce it all seemed an erudite delusion without any practical importance.
“Bah, I don’t understand what she’s trying to tell us; after ten days in Egypt, my little noodle can’t take in any
more symbolism. What is the connection between a lady pharaoh, dead for four thousand years, and Ramses, such
an egomaniac, and now this business of the foxes? I’m beginning to get tired of all this dubious speculation. No
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one knows anything. And now, a fox!” she repeated as if this were totally boring to her. And with a definite
boycotting intent, she concluded,
“I’m getting out of here, I’m sick of looking at figures, all reps, hey, mass-produced, don’t you think?”
“Symbols mean nothing in themselves; they only have value for those who can apply them to something in
their personal life,” I said, because that’s the only symbolism that makes sense to me. But Merce did not give a
hoot for my philosophical explanation, either. She walked toward the tomb entrance, and waited outside for us,
drinking a diet cola.
It was not until the afternoon that I was able to get near Kalim. I had been waiting the whole day for an
opportunity. We were visiting the polychrome tombs of some nobles when, suddenly, I saw that Kalim was
separating from the group to go into an empty room. It was the same maneuver he had used at Abu Simbel when
he followed me into the temple. And the situation was so similar that instinctively I looked up: in fact, just like
before, I could see on the ceiling (which in this case was full of lapis and golden figures, of ducks and gazelles)
the changeable reflection of Kalim’s necklace. Do re mi fa sol la. There was something magical in all of this, as
when someone repeats an incantation: do re mi fa sol la. But was it really identical?
“This can only be the beginning of something marvelous, of something really important.”:
It was Kalim’s voice, his same words from last night, which now I only half understood. French is not my
forte. Then I heard the echo of a kiss, followed by the ringing of something I knew very well: do re mi fa sol la.
A woman’s red hair at times showed behind the silhouette of Kalim, who was totally concentrated on her, with
his back to me. I pressed the letter I was carrying in my pocket against my flesh; I was burning and trembling at
the same time.
“I could go with you to France,” he was telling her. “What a beautiful name you have, Sirrine,” and that black
hand, the same one that had caressed my skin, my hair, the night before, was now following the same route on
Sirrine’s body. “What a beautiful name.”
Do re mi fa sol la si. La for Laura. Si, the next note in the French musical scale, for Sirrine …
It all seemed like a bad joke. But the reflection of the figurines in his necklace, dancing on the ceiling,
confirmed everything. How many figurines were there yesterday? Five, I was sure. I had counted them, kiss by
kiss, in bed with the man who was now caressing that red hair, just like mine. And today there are six. Like the
notches on a revolver. Like the cold statistics of summer flings in the diary entries of a cheap seducer.
“I’ll follow you to Paris,” Kalim lied, “I’ll love you forever, Sirrine. How wonderful is your hair, red like that
of the great Ramses II. And now, do you want me to tell you a secret?” he said suddenly, in a different tone: “My
family descends directly from the Ramses line. We have behind us thirty-four hundred years in a lineage of
pharaohs.”
A tone of immense superiority was undeniable in the voice of that collectionist of redheads. And while I tore
the crumpled letter I had in my pocket into a thousand pieces, I could only manage to ask myself why, choosing
between two old hens, the fox had chosen one, and not the other—that is, Sirrine and not me—to reveal to her the
deepest secret of his Nubian pride.
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